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Abstract 
The aim of this study is to define the minimum size of Statcom supporting the interconnection 
of a large offshore wind farm with high voltage direct current line commutated converters 
(HVDC LCC) and high voltage direct current voltage source converter (HVDC VSC) 
connected to a power system. 
The size of the Statcom is defined by using a simulation model consisting of a wind farm, 
HVDC LCC based transmission system, HVDC VSC based transmission system, a Statcom 
and the Cigré Nordic 32 power system model. Each sub model in the simulation was validated 
individually. Different simulation cases were used to analyse the impact of Statcom in case of 
a fault. The different faults (one phase to ground, three phase to ground, line tripping and 
generator tripping) were applied to the power system for different connection points of the 
wind farm, i.e. the wind farm was connected to a strong and a weak connection point. 
The results showed that connecting the wind farm with transmission technology HVDC LCC 
to the strong point in the power system did not require any Statcom support because the 
system reached stability after the faults. When connecting the wind farm to the weak point 
there is a need of Statcom support for the transmission technology HVDC LCC otherwise the 
power system becomes unstable. Connecting the wind farm to a weak point by using the 
transmission technology HVDC VSC there was no need of Statcom. 
The graph below shows the Statcom size in the HYBRID HVDC (HVDC LCC and Statcom) 
depending on the rating of the offshore wind farm and the wind farm model. 
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Introduction 

Background 
Today’s onshore winds farms are comparatively small (10-100 MW) and are often -at least in 
Europe- connected to the distribution system.  
Future wind farm projects are planned offshore and are likely to be located 50-100km of the 
nearest grid connection point. This distance means that HVAC as well as HVDC technologies 
might be used to interconnect the wind farms to the power system. Currently, experiences 
exist only with HVAC, which is more cost effective for the rather small offshore wind farms 
built in recent years. No practical experience exist so far regarding the interconnection of 
offshore wind farms using one of the DC transmission technologies. 
Future offshore wind farms will only be economically if they are very large (500 MW or 
larger), however, typically the onshore network is not design for interconnection of such a 
wind farm. Hence, the voltage control assessment and reactive power compensation onshore 
will be very important. Voltage instability problems are typically caused by high demand for 
reactive power when the network is heavily loaded.  
From the three transmission technologies currently available, i.e. HVAC, HVDC LCC and 
HVDC VSC, only HVDC VSC technology is able to provide voltage support in the onshore 
grid. 

Objective 
In this thesis the minimum required Statcom size is investigated for the interconnection of 
large offshore wind farms (> 500 MW) using either HVAC or HVDC LCC as transmission 
technology. The size of the Statcom is defined by using a simulation model consisting of a 
wind farm consisting of wind turbines using doubly-feed induction generators (DFIG) based 
on [2], the relevant transmission technology, a Statcom and the Cigré Nordic 32 power system 
model. Different fault cases -one and three phase to ground, line tripping and generator 
tripping- for different connection points of the wind farm, i.e. strong and weak connection 
points, are investigated to determine if any Statcom support is needed to keep the system 
stable and to determine the necessary size of the Statcom.  
In addition, a second wind turbine simulation model, also based on a DFIG design and 
developed by STRI [20], will be used to verify the simulation results. Also, the different cases 
are simulated using a HVDC VSC transmission solution to verify to determine if this solution 
will require any additional Statcom.
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1. Power System Stability (based on “Power System Stability and 
Control”, Prahba Kundur) 

1.1 Introduction 
Power system stability is described as “the property of a power system that enables it to 
remain in a state of operating equilibrium under normal operating conditions and to regain an 
acceptable state of equilibrium after being subjected to a disturbance”. 
Instability occurs depending on the operation mode and the system configuration. Since 
power system is based on synchronous machines for generation of electrical power, the aspect 
of stability is influenced by the dynamics of generator rotor angles and power-angle 
relationships. 
Instability occurs also when a generator is disconnected due to a line fault, then the system 
becomes unstable due to voltage drop. The stability is not only an issue for the generator 
synchronism but also on the control of voltage. 
Concerning the evaluation of stability of a power system is what happens when a transient 
disturbance occurs. The disturbance can be small or large. Small disturbance can be in form of 
load changes and the system must adjust itself to the changing conditions. The system must 
also be able to manage short-circuit on the transmission line, loss of a generator or load. 
 In this chapter an understanding will be given of the different definitions and explanation to 
its occurrence. 

1.2 The Stability Phenomena 
Stability is a condition of equilibrium between opposing forces. During steady-state 
conditions there is equilibrium between the input mechanical torque and the output electrical 
torque for each machine. If the systems equilibrium is changed then this will result in 
acceleration or deceleration of the rotors of the machines according to the laws of motion of a 
rotating body. If one generator temporarily runs faster, the angular positions of its rotor 
relative to that of the slower will accelerate. The angular difference transfers part of the load 
from the slow machine to the fast machine. An increase in the angular separation is followed 
by decrease in the power transfer, this increases the angular separation further and that leads 
to instability in the system if some limits (generators) have been reached. 
 
In the analysis the stability phenomena is separated in two categories, small-signal (small 
disturbance) and transient stability. 

1.2.1 Small-signal 
The ability of the power system to maintain synchronism under small disturbances, these 
disturbances can be small variations in loads and generation. The instability that may occur 
can be of two forms:  
 

• Steady increase in rotor angle due to lack of sufficient synchronizing torque 
 
  • Rotor oscillations of increasing amplitude due to lack of sufficient damping torque 
 
The disturbances depends on different factors such transmission strength and generators 
excitations control used. Small-signal stability is largely a problem of insufficient damping of 
the oscillations. 
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1.2.2 Transient stability 
The ability of the power system to maintain synchronism under different transient 
disturbances. The instability can be one phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase-to-ground or three 
phase to ground and those can occur in transmission lines, transformers or bus. 

1.3 Voltage Stability 
The definition of the stability is: 
 
“The ability of a power system to maintain steady acceptable voltages at all buses in the 
system under normal operating conditions and after being subjected to a disturbance” 
(Praba Kundur) [7] 
 
The power system enters a state of voltage instability when a disturbance, increase in load 
demand or also changes in the system which can cause a voltage drop. The main factor for 
instability is that the power system cannot meet the demand for reactive power. The criterion 
for voltage stability is if the bus voltage magnitude increase the reactive power injection in the 
same bus is also increased. A system is unstable if one bus in the system voltage magnitude 
(V) decrease as the reactive power injection (Q) (the same time) is increased. In shorter term 
the voltage is stable if V and Q are positive and unstable if V and Q are negative for at least in 
one bus. 
 
Voltage instability is essentially a local phenomenon but the consequence is that it can have a 
wide effect and suddenly a whole part can be involved. 
Many factors can contribute to voltage instability: 
 

• strength of transmission system 
• power transfer level 
• load characteristics 
• generator reactive power capability limits 
• characteristics of reactive power compensating devices 

 

 
Figure 1: Basic power system structure [9] 
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It is useful to classify voltage stability into two groups 
 
Large disturbance voltage stability 
  

• system faults 
• loss of generation 

 
Determination of large disturbance stability requires the examination of the non linear 
performance 
 
Small disturbance voltage stability 
 

• change in system load 
 
With static analysis used effectively it is easy to determine stability margins, identify factors 
which influencing the stability. 
 
When a disturbance has occurred, the system voltage usually never return to its original state, 
so it is necessary to define the limits where the voltage is accepted. 

1.4 Voltage Stability Analysis 
To analyse voltage stability for a system two aspects has to take in consideration: 
 

• Proximity to voltage (How close is the system to voltage instability?) 
 
Distance to instability may be measured  
in terms of physical quantities: 
 
load level, reactive power reserve etc. 

  
• Mechanism of voltage instability (How and why does instability occur?) 
 

Static analysis allows examination of the system condition which can provide 
much insight into the origin of the problem and identify the contribution factor. 

 
Dynamic analyse is useful when detailed study is needed a of specific voltage collapse 
situations, examine when or how the steady state equilibrium point will be reached. 

1.5 Models which interact on the voltage stability 
Loads: 
Loads characteristics can be critical in voltage stability analysis, it is important to check the 
voltage and frequency decency of the loads 
 
Generators: 
It is necessary to take into account to the droop characteristics rather than to assume the zero 
droop. If line compensation is used it must be represented. 
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Static Var Systems: 
When a SVS is operating within the range the bus voltage can be seen as a slight of droop 
characteristics. It is more important to simulate when the SVS is operating at the reactive 
power limits. 

1.6 The difference between voltage stability, transient stability 
The terms voltage stability and transient stability are often used for the same aspect of power 
system stability phenomena. The definition for voltage stability was mentioned above 
(chapter 1.4), the definition for transient stability is “the ability of the power system to 
maintain synchronism when subjected to a severe disturbance” [7]. These two definitions 
should not be confused with actual electromagnetic “transient phenomena” [12]. The focus on 
the master thesis will be on voltage stability. 
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2. Wind Turbine and Transmission Technologies 

2.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the most common wind turbine types will be described and also what the 
advantages and disadvantages are. Transmission technologies today have different qualities   
so in this chapter the technologies (HVAC Statcom, HVDC LCC and HVDC VSC) are 
described including their advantages and disadvantages. 

2.2 Wind Turbine Technologies 

2.2.1 Introduction 
Three main wind turbine technologies are dominant on the market. The difference of these 
technologies is the generating system and the way in which the aerodynamic efficiency of the 
rotor is limited during high wind speeds. 
 
 A: constant-speed wind turbine 
 

B: variable-speed wind turbine with doubly fed induction generator 
 

C: direct-drive variable-speed wind turbine with multiple sync. generator 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Three different wind turbines (A is on the left side, B in the middle and C on the right side) [13] 

2.2.2 Three different technologies 
Type A is the oldest technology (also called Danish concept), it consists of a conventional, 
directly coupled squirrel cage induction generator. A squirrel cage induction generator 
consumes reactive power, which is undesirable particularly in case of large turbines and weak 
grids, and that is why it is compensated by capacitors in order to achieve a power factor close 
to one. 
The other two technologies, type B and type C are variable speed turbines, because they work 
with variable speed operation. The mechanical rotor speed and the electrical frequency of the 
grid must be decoupled, that end power electronics are used. 
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In a doubly fed induction generator a back-to-back voltage source converter feeds the three 
phase rotor winding. The mechanical and the electrical rotor frequency are decoupled. The 
electrical stator and rotor frequency can be matched independently of the mechanical speed 
but it also needs a gearbox. 
The direct-drive wind turbine (type C) does not use any gearbox. The stator is not coupled 
directly to the grid, power electronic converter is used, and this may also consist of a back-to-
back voltage source converter. The converter makes it possible to operate the wind turbine at 
variable speed. 
The variable-speed wind turbines are commonly pitch-controlled for a optimized output 
[12,13]. 

2.2.2.1 Comparison 
The advantage of type A is the lower price of the unit, but on the other hand it has to be more 
robust mechanically since the rotor speed cannot be varied. The fluctuations in the wind speed 
are translated directly into the drive train torque. The noise is also a problem because the 
rotational speed of the rotor is constant. 
 
The main advantage of variable speed (type B and type C) is that more energy can be 
generated for a specific wind speed, but there are more losses due to the power electronics. 
But the aerodynamics efficiency due to variable speed operation so in overall resulting there 
is higher energy yield.  
The disadvantage of type B and type C is that the systems are more expensive due to the 
electronics devices. When comparing the two variable speed designs is that the type B has 
more or less a standard generator and cheaper power electronics can be used, the disadvantage 
of type B is that it has a gearbox, for type C the disadvantages is that the design are large, 
heavy and complex ring generator and the large power electronic converter because the 
generated power has to go through that compared to type B that only a 1/3 will pass it [13]. 
 

Table 1: Summarize of the advantages and disadvantages of the wind turbines 
 
 Type A Type B Type C 
Advantage Lower price Aerodynamic eff. 

Less noise 
Lighter 

Less noise 
No gearbox 

    
Disadvantage High noise level Expensive Large, complex 

construction 
 

2.2.3 Wind power impact on the power system 
The impact that the wind power has on power systems are: 
 
 • branch flow and node voltage 
 • protection schemes, fault current and switch ratio 
 • harmonics 
 • flicker 
 
The first two topics are always being investigated when connecting new generation capacity 
to a power system. This applies independently to the prime mover of the generator and the 
grid coupling, so the two first topics are not of interest when involving wind generators [13].  
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The third topic is really interesting when using variable speed turbines (type B and type C). 
The harmonics topic is an issue for the variable speed turbines because they are equipped with 
power electronics which is the main source for harmonics. But as the technique is going 
forward within power electronics (high switching frequencies and advanced filtering 
techniques) the harmonic issue should not be a major problem [12]. 
 
The last topic is specific for wind turbines particularly for constant speed turbines (type A). 
Variable speed turbines have the capability of varying the reactive power at a given active 
power, rotor speed and terminal voltage. The range of the reactive power depends on the size 
of the power electronic converter. Turbines based on the doubly fed induction generator also 
contribute fault current, so when a fault occurs it is detected very quickly due to sensitivity of 
the power electronics for the over currents [13]. 
 
Flicker problem is common for constant speed win turbines (type A), and they can be sorted 
in two different modes (continuous operation and switching operation). The continuous 
operations arise from wind speed generation and the switching operations arise from start-up 
and shutting down process [12]. 

2.2.4 Integration of large scale wind farms 
Large integration of wind power can lead to problems on the voltage control or on the 
stability of the power. The power quality and the system quality become more complex when 
installing large wind farms.  
The wind is varying which amplifies that the power from the wind turbine will also vary. 
When large amount of active power varies it will affect the frequency. In addition large 
reactive power demanded by the wind farm can reduce the reactive power supply. If the 
demand (the loads) is high the wind farm must support it. The power system must supply a 
reliable and quality electrical power to the loads, to achieve reliability, the power system must 
have reserves and controller that can deliver the power when it is demanded. That is done by 
active controllers that compensate the voltage and frequency variation by keeping the power 
quality within the limits. 
The wind turbines have none or little voltage and frequency control capability. In addition 
turbine is in general asynchronous generators that demand reactive power from the network. 
The demand is partially compensated by capacitors banks and the rest is done by the network. 
Some wind turbines includes power electronics which can actively control the reactive power 
so the voltage stability improves. 
The active power produced from wind farms varies all the time and leads to continuous power 
variations. The generation stations (hydro, nuclear etc) have a continuous work to keep 
balance between production and consumption. 
If the wind turbines are individually attempting to control the voltage in the individual 
connection point there is risk of voltage instability and high flow of reactive power between 
the wind turbines. A solution would be to have voltage control in the point of common 
coupling (PCC) [8]. 
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2.3 Transmission Systems for offshore wind farms 

2.3.1 Introduction 
Offshore sites are the new objective for the wind industry, because the onshore sites has 
become less those days. There is more wind to convert to energy offshore. One problem that 
wind farms producers have to deal with is that everybody loves clean energy generation but 
nobody wants to have some large wind turbines in their “backyard”.  
The main motivation to go offshore is for the considerably higher and more predictable wind 
speed to be found out at sea. The other motivation is that placing wind farms offshore reduces 
the impact on the landscape, there will be no visual impact from shore. Currently it is more 
expensive to build wind farms out at sea. It requires strong foundations for the wind turbines, 
because there will not be any visual contact it requires long submarine cables, and substations 
for the compensation that the cables need (power losses on the cable, HVAC). 
For large offshore wind farms with an AC network the voltage will also big higher due to 
minimize the losses in the transmission lines, but higher voltages may result in bigger 
transformer which will also increase the price for them. The transformer will be placed in a 
container at the point of common coupling (PCC), and that will require a strong foundation. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Schematic layout of an offshore wind farm, the collecting point can be an offshore substation 
 
If HVDC transmission technology is used two substations would be needed, one offshore and 
one onshore. Large offshore wind farm does not mean that its more energy-efficient (low 
losses) but the transformer stations are complex constructions and very expensive [12]. 
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Figure 4: 2 x 40 MW HVDC Light converter (ABB) (Norway, Troll A) [19] 

 
The figure above show shows how big an 80MW transformer can be when using HVDC VSC 
(HVDC Light) transmission. On the following table there is an overview of existing projects, 
see Table 2. The largest existing wind farm projects are the Danish wind farms: Horn Rev and 
Nysted. 

Table 2: Offshore wind energy projects [12] 
 

Name and 
Location 

Year No. 
turbine 

Total 
capacity 

Minimum 
distance 
from 
shore 
(km) 

Water 
depth (m) 

Horns Rev, 
Denmark 

2002 80 160 14 6-12 

Nysted, 
Baltic Sea, 
Denmark 

2003 72 165,6 6-10 6-9,5 

Yttre 
Stengrunden, 
Baltic Sea, 
Sweden 

2001 5 10 5 6-10 

North Hoyle, 
UK 

2003 30 60 7-8 12 

Irene 
Vorrink, 
Ijsselmeer, 
The 
Netherlands 

1996 28 16,8 0.02 1-2 
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2.3.2 HVAC 
Installed projects by small-medium size wind farms use HVAC solution because the short 
distance to shore makes this solution more convenient due to losses (reactive power) and cost 
point of view. The maximum rating of AC cables is currently limited to 200MW per three 
phase cable (voltage rating 150-170kV). If the distances are higher the voltage rating of up to 
245kV might be possible which would increase the maximum rating to 350-400MW. Higher 
voltage levels up to 400kV are still under development. The disadvantage of HVAC solution 
is when increasing the wind farm size and distance to shore, load levels is increasing 
significantly, and increasing the transmission voltage will lead to more expensive equipment 
and submarine cables [12]. 

2.3.2.1 HVAC Transmission losses 
The power loss for the HVAC transmission depends on the length and the characteristics of 
the AC cable. Transmission lines produce an important amount of reactive power that should 
be compensated. When the length of the cables becomes larger the transmission losses play an 
important role for the economy on the total offshore wind farm.  
XLPE-insulated submarine-cables for 145kV and for 245kV exist [15].  
 

 
Figure 5: Transmissible power of 245k,145kV XLPE submarine cable (cross section 1200mm2) [15] 

 
Table 3: HVAC-submarine-cables allowance transmission [15] 

 
Distance (km) Voltage (kV) Power (MVA) 

Over 50 145 330 
Over 50 245 550 

Over 100 145 300 
Over 100 245 500 
Over 150 145 290 
Over 150 245 440 

 
The voltage rate will depend on the distance to shore and of course a consideration must be 
based on how much power that the wind farm is producing. 
Transmission line produce an amount of reactive power which follows by losses, to reduce the 
losses in the transmission line compensation is needed (FACTS). 
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2.3.2.2 HVAC Controllers 
Power electronics based equipment or Flexible AC Transmission system (FACTS) provides 
proven technical solution in the HVAC system. 
Depending on the type of wind turbine utilized, wind farms can potentially cause steady-state 
voltage regulation difficulties or voltage collapse of the local transmission network. Use of 
dynamic reactive compensation is often used to mitigate these problems. Typical devices that 
are used to provide this compensation are as follows: 
 

• Shunt connected MSC (mechanically switched capacitor bank) 
- compensation 

• SVC (static VAR compensator) 
     -     voltage control 

• STATCOM (static synchronous compensator) 
-    voltage control  

 
Shunt connected MSC are low at cost they are usually connected to wind farms to provide 
compensation for the induction machines (turbine). 
 

 
Figure 6: Shunt connected MSC to a small wind farm [16] 

 

 
Figure 7: Voltage profile with and without MSC’s [16] 

 
Note the time on figure 7 it is switching for the compensated wind farm and can affect the 
turbine gearboxes. While the switched shunt capacitors are low at cost for solution at steady 
state voltage problem, they are unable to influence the transient problem [16]. 
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The SVC utilize thyristor controlled components, typically thyristor controlled reactors 
(TCR’s) and thyristor switched capacitors (TSC’s), along with mechanically switched 
capacitors to create a reactive device. A typical SVC will have maximum capacitive and 
inductive reactive power limits and will be able to operate between those limits. The SVC 
should be connected at the PCC of the wind farm. 
 
The features of the SVC are: 
  
  • hold a certain power 
  • hold a certain voltage 
  • adjust reactive output 
  • regulate system voltage 
  • protect the power system and vice versa 
 

 
Figure 8: Static VAR Compensator [14] 

 
Since the SVC are capacitor based, their ability to supply reactive power declines by the 
square of the voltage, which can reduce the ability  of the SVC to regulate the voltage if there 
is a deep voltage dip [14]. 
 
The STATCOM devices are pure power electronics devices that use voltage source, IGBT, 
IGCT or GTO based converters to generate reactive current. It is using advanced controllers 
to regulate their output in order to maintain steady state voltages and mitigate transient events. 
Compared to SVC, STATCOM devices tend to have faster time response, and better 
performance at reduced voltages. 
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Figure 9: STATCOM device [14] 

2.3.3 HVDC 
Direct current is practical when long distances have to be covered and where new cables are 
required. The first commercial HVDC link with converters, mercury-arc valves was 
commissioned 1954. This type of converters was referred as line commutated source 
converter. The next generation of HVDC have changed from mercury-arc valves to 
semiconductor thyristor valves. Today the highest functional DC link transmission is +/- 
600kV. 
HVDC transmission is competitive to HVAC for large amount of power and long distances. A 
HVDC link can be used to interconnect two AC systems with different frequencies. Apart 
from that, new semiconductors has been develop for HVDC (HVDC LCC) also HVDC VSC 
has been develop. The manufactures for HVDC VSC technology is ABB (HVDC light) and 
Siemens (HVDC plus) and the only difference between them is the transfer rate and possible 
the losses [12,17,18].  

2.3.3.1 HVDC LCC 
Valve 
The basic converter (six pulse converter) unit in HVDC transmission is used equally well for 
rectification where electric power flows from the ac side to the dc side and inversion where 
the power flow is from the dc side to the ac side. Today all HVDC converters with thyristor 
are with 12 pulse converter [18]. 
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Figure 10: Electric circuit conf. of basic 6 pulse valve with one converter transformer [17] 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Electric circuit conf. of basic 12 pulse valve with two converter transformer [17] 
 
The thyristor valves operate as switches which turn on and conduct current. This process 
starts when it receives a gate pulse and are forward bias, the process stops when its reversed 
bias then the current falls to zero. This process is known as line commutation. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Basic operation of a Line Commutated Converter (6 pulse valve) [17] 
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Rectification or inversion for HVDC converters is accomplished through a process known as 
line commutation. The valve acts as a switch so that the AC voltage is sequentially switched 
to always provide DC voltage. With line commutation the AC voltage at both the rectifier and 
inverter must be provided by the AC network at each end and should be three phase and 
relatively free of harmonics as described in figure 12. As each valve switches on, it will begin 
to conduct current while the current begins to fall to zero in the next valve to turn off. 
Commutation is the process of transfer the current between two converter valves, both valves 
carrying simultaneously the current during the process. The conversation of current between 
the AC side and the DC side is accomplished by transferring direct current in sequence from 
the valve, such that the DC current flows as blocks of AC current in the transforming 
windings. With line commutation the AC voltage at both rectifier and inverter must be 
provided by the AC network. The DC voltage is obtained from the six-pulse bridge by 
switching six valves. 
In figure 12 it is noticed that the influence from the transformer’s commutation reactance on 
the waveform (rectifier and inverter). The current flows through a conducting valve do not 
change instantaneously as it commutates to another valve because the transfer is through the 
transformer winding. 
All the valve current contribution result in a direct current which is transferred from the DC 
side through the DC reactor [17]. 
 

Table 4: Summarize of the advantages and disadvantages of the wind turbines [17] 
 
Delay angle α This angle is controlled by the gate, if it’s 

less then 90o the converter bridge is a 
rectifier and if its great than 90o its a inverter 

Advance angle β Measurement of forward current conditions 
to the next zero crossing of the idealized 
sinusoidal commutating voltage. The angle is 
related in degrees to the angle of delay α by: 

αβ −°= 180  
 

Overlap angle μ The duration of commutation between two 
converters valve arms 
 

Extinction angle γ Measurement of forward current conditions 
to the next zero crossing of the idealized 
sinusoidal commutating voltage. γ depends 
on the angle of advanced β and the angle of 
overlap μ :  μβγ −=  
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2.3.3.2 Reactive power characteristic of a HVDC converter 
HVDC converter is either a rectifier or an inverter, during operation the converter absorbs 
reactive power as part of the power conversion process. The amount of reactive power Qd 
absorbed is determined by the DC control [18]. 
 
   • Constant DC voltage, curve (1) 
   • Constant firing (or extinction) angle control, curve(2) 
   • Constant DC current control, curve (3) 
   • Constant reactive power control, curve (4) 
 

 
Figure 13: Reactive power characteristic of HVDC LCC [18] 

2.3.3.3 HVDC substation 

 
Figure 14: Typical HVDC substation (two poles “bi poles” configuration) [17] 
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Converters generate harmonic voltage and currents on both the AC and DC side therefore 
filters are used. The reactors are connected in series mainly to smooth the current trough the 
DC line so it cannot become discontinuous. The AC breakers are for clearing faults in the 
transformer, circuit breakers are used on the AC side [17]. 
 
The strength of the AC network at the bus of the HVDC substation can be expressed by the 
short circuit ratio (SCR). The expression effective short circuit ratio (ESCR) is used for the 
ratio between the short circuit level reduced by the reactive power of the shunt capacitor 
banks and ac filters connected to the ac bus at 1.0 per-unit voltage and the rated DC power. In 
case of low ESCR systems, it may be necessary to compensate with VSC or STATCOM. 
In case of fast load variation, there can be excess of deficiency on reactive power at the AC 
commutating bus which can result in over and under voltage especially when the system is 
weak, in that case an AC voltage controller may be required (STATCOM or SVC), this would 
offer limited capability for increased short circuit ratio [17]. 

2.3.4 HVDC VSC 
HVDC VSC is a HVDC technology based on voltage source converters (VSC). It includes 
insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBTs) and operates with high frequency pulse width 
modulation (PWM) in order to achieve high speed and a consequence small filters and 
independent control of both active and reactive power, independent of each (inverter and 
rectifier side) other to keep the voltage and frequency stable. 
The HVDC VSC cables have extruded polymer insulation which makes them suited for 
severe installation conditions both underground as land cable and as a submarine cable [19]. 
 
 

 
Figure 15: Single-line diagram of an HVDC Light Converter [19] 

 
The HVDC light consist of two major buildings constructions (power transformer and 
converter building). 
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Power Transformer 
The transformer is a single-phase or three-phase power transformer, with tap changer. The tap 
changers are located on the secondary side. The filter on the secondary side will be controlled 
by the tap so maximum reactive power is achieved from the converter (consumption and 
generation). The transformer can also feed power to the auxiliary system. 
 
Converter 
The converter reactor is one of the key components in a voltage source converter which 
permits independent control of active and reactive power. 
 
Dc-capacitor 
The DC side capacitor provides a low-inductances path for the turned-off current and also to 
an energy store. The capacitor removes the harmonic ripple on the direct voltage. The 
disturbances in the system (e.g. AC faults) will cause DC voltage variation. The ability to 
limit these voltage variations depends on the size of the DC side capacitor. 
 
AC-filters 
When connecting a voltage source converter to a transmission system it requires that the 
voltage is sinusoidal, that is achieved by the converter reactor and the AC-filter. 
 
DC-filter 
When combining converters and cables, converter DC capacitor and the line smoothing 
reactor on the DC side is considered to give some amount of harmonics, so by using DC-
filters the harmonics is sufficient suppression. 
 
High-frequency (HF) filters 
To prevent HF noise spreading from the converter to the connected power grids, particular 
attention is given to the design of the valves, to the shielding of the housings. The valves 
contain HF damping circuits on the both AC side and DC side to ensure that as little as 
possible HF will be spread from the valve area. 
 
Valve 
The most important property for all IGBTs is that they turn on and off exactly the same 
moment. Another good quality is that if a short circuit is detected (the power system) the 
IGBT can be blocked immediately to prevent damage to the converter. 
The HVDC VSC is based on a two-level topology, meaning that the output voltage is 
switched between two voltage levels. Each phase has two valves, one between the positive 
potential and the phase outlet and one between the output and the negative potential, a three 
phase converter has six valves. 
 

 
Figure 16: Principle schematic of a three-phase two-level HVDC Light converter [19] 
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2.3.4.1 Reactive power characteristic of a HVDC VSC converter 
The typical P/Q diagram, is valid within the whole steady-state AC network. To make this 
possible the PWM (Pulse-Width-Modulation) achieve fast control of the active and reactive 
power. A great advantage is that the reactive power can be controlled independently in each 
station [19]. 
 

 
Figure 17: Reactive power characteristic of HVDC Light (ABB) [19] 

2.3.5 Comparison of HVDC LCC and HVDC VSC 
 

Table 5: Comparison between the HVDC VSC and HVDC LCC [12,17,18,19] 
 
 HVDC VSC (ABB) HVDC LCC 
Features Power from 50MW – 

1100MW 
Power up to 3000MW 

 Submarine cable and 
land cable 

Long submarine cable 

 Advanced system 
features 

Most economical way to 
transmit  

power over long distances 
(1) LCC = Thyristor used in valve  
(2) Light = IGBT used in valve 

Forward blocking only Both forward and reverse 
blocking capability 

 Current limiting 
characteristics 

Very high surge current 
capability 

 Gate turn-off and fully 
controllable,  
force commutation 

No gate turn-off,line 
commutated 

 IGBT can be switched 
off 

Thyristor cannot be switched 
off 

 Independent active and 
reactive control 

Reactive power demand 
depends on the active power 

 
Another important difference is that HVDC VSC can be connected to a weak grid, but for the 
HVDC LCC it not possible. This will be investigated in Chapter 3. 
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3 Simulation of the Test System concerning the Voltage Stability 

3.1 Introduction 
The wind farm model that will be used in this thesis is an existing wind turbine model that 
was build by KTH (Flourant Maupas, 2004). Because of a lack of documentation for the wind 
farm model all the simulations has to be re-created. A second wind farm model designed by 
STRI [20] will also be included to see if the behavior is similar to the wind turbine model 
mentioned above. 
 
The connection between the offshore wind farm and the Scandinavian power system will be 
HVDC LCC, HYBRID HVDC and HVDC VSC. For the HVDC LCC and HYBRID HVDC 
“Simpow Appendix” [20] where used to design the basic models. The model used for HVDC 
VSC was created by PhD student Hector Latorre [4].  
The Scandinavian power system that the wind farm is connected to in these simulations is 
called Nordic32 (Cigré has design it for Simpow). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 18:  The test system 
 
 
The different cases that will be simulated/investigated are on the two nodes, a weak 
connection point and a strong connection point, where the wind farm is connected to. Faults 
that will be applied is one phase to ground, three phase to ground, line tripping and generator 
tripping on the Nordic power system. 
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Table 6: The different cases are introduced 
 
case 1  144MW wind farm with transmission technology  

HVDC LCC 
case 2  576MW wind farm with transmission technology  

HVDC LCC 
case 3  1008MW wind farm with transmission technology  

HVDC LCC 
case 4  144MW wind farm with transmission technology  

HVDC LCC 
case 5 576MW wind farm and 1008MW wind farm with 

transmission technology  
HVDC LCC 

case 6.1  144MW wind farm with transmission technology  
HYBRID HVDC 

case 6.2 576MW wind farm with transmission technology  
HYBRID HVDC 

case 6.3 1008MW wind farm with transmission technology  
HYBRID HVDC 

case 7.1  144MW wind farm with transmission technology 
HVDC VSC 

case 7.2 576MW wind farm with transmission technology  
HVDC VSC 

case 7.3 1008MW wind farm with transmission technology  
HVDC VSC 

 
 

Table 7: Sub chapters where the different cases will be simulated 
 

Fault Weak connection point Strong connection point 
one phase to ground Chapter 3.4.5.1.2 

(case 4) 
Chapter 3.4.5.1.3 

(case 6.1,6.2 and 6.3) 
Chapter 3.4.5.1.4 

(case 7.1,7.2 and 7.3) 

Chapter 3.4.5.1.1 
(case 1,2 and 3) 

three phase to ground Chapter 3.4.5.1.3 
(case 6.1,6.2 and 6.3) 

Chapter 3.4.5.1.4 
(case 7.1,7.2 and 7.3) 

Chapter 3.4.5.1.1 
(case 1,2 and 3) 

line tripping Chapter 3.4.5.1.3 
(case 6.1,6.2 and 6.3) 

Chapter 3.4.5.1.4 
(case 7.1,7.2 and 7.3) 

Chapter 3.4.5.1.1 
(case 1,2 and 3) 

generator tripping Chapter 3.4.5.1.3 
(case 6.1,6.2 and 6.3) 

Chapter 3.4.5.1.4 
(case 7.1,7.2 and 7.3) 

Chapter 3.4.5.1.1 
(case 1,2 and 3) 
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3.2 SIMPOW – SIMulation of POWer systems 
The program used to simulate dynamic and voltage stability of larger networks is Simpow 
version 10.2.103. 

3.2.1 Overview of software SIMPOW version 10.2.103 
This program was originally developed by ABB in 1977. The company that develops the 
program today is STRI AB (independent from ABB). STRI AB is accredited by SWEDAC 
for their high voltage laboratory and technology consulting company. 
Some of the features in the Simpow are that the analysis can be done in time and frequency 
domain, switch between phases and instant value mode during simulation, variable or fixed 
time step and import of PSS/E files.  
Many basic models are built such as transformers, turbine governors, voltage regulators and 
power system stabilisers etc. The library also includes some more advanced models like 
HVDC LCC (Classic) and DFIG turbine models. 
There is also a feature which makes it possible to model with the high level programming 
language DSL (Dynamic Simulation Language) [20]. 

3.2.2 Calculations 
For the power flow calculations the power system is represented by a single phase model, 
positive sequence is used. 
Short circuit calculations are calculated by general-purpose static power flow program. 
Dynamic calculations of a power system, symmetrical or asymmetrical transient conditions 
are calculated with a transient stability. 
The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors can be requested at any time during the 
simulation. 

3.2.3 Library 
A library with models has been assembled for the most common elements. 
For synchronous machines there are different models designed, the difference is the option of 
with or without magnetic saturation. Another difference is the number of dampers. 
Static VAR compensators can be controlled either symmetrically or phase wise in a open or 
closed loop. Fast voltage control, damping of power oscillations, load balancing and power 
factor correction can studied. 
HVDC systems with arbitrary numbers of converter stations can be represented. 
The lines are modelled by their capacitances and resistances. 

3.2.4 Model Design 
Even if the standard library contains many different models, there exist situations where there 
are no models available (wind turbines etc). The solution is to use the high level language 
SIMPOW DSL (Dynamic Simulation Language), it is a formal language, powerful tool for 
definition of components type to be referenced in dynamic calculations. 
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3.2.5 Power flows calculation 
For simulation of asymmetrical situations the program works simultaneously with positive, 
negative and zero sequence representation of the power system. 
For power flow calculation, a strongly damped dynamic model is formulated. The variables in 
the system convergence toward a power flow calculation according to the specification. 
The computation can be started with a flat voltage profile and zero power injections 
everywhere, this method does not need good initial values in order to guarantee convergence. 
The power system calculations are done with Newton-Raphson method. The static and the 
dynamic models equations are solved either by a version of Gear’s integration or trapezoidal 
integration method, or in combination. 
All the equations are solved simultaneously so the interface problems and approximations are 
avoided. 

3.2.6 Simulation stages 
The simulation always starts with computing the stationery values of the variables on the 
basis of power-frequency. The representation of AC voltages and currents are by symmetrical 
complex components. 
The initiating phase is started from a power flow solution and contains values for voltages and 
other variables. In parallel such as internal parameters of regulators are determined. The idea 
with the pre-simulation phase is to generate stationary starting-points for the proper 
simulation. 

3.2.7 Summary 
Today there are many different programs in the market for analysis of the power system 
dynamics, the difference is the methods, approximations and models used.  

3.3 Dynamic Modelling of GE 3.6 Wind Turbine-Generators 
GE Power Systems Energy Consulting has an ongoing effort dedicated to develop the GE 
wind turbine generators (suitable for system impact studies). The documentation from GE 
Power Systems Energy contains model structure, data, assumptions, capabilities and 
limitations of the wind turbine model [21]. 

3.3.1 Overview 
The GE 3.6 Wind turbine is a DFIG and has different dynamic behaviour than the 
conventional synchronous and induction machines. Modelling the GE 3.6 machine with 
conventional dynamic models is approximated and should be avoided. The dynamic 
performance of the GE WTG is completely dominated by the converter. The electrical 
behaviour of the generator and the converter is a current-regulated voltage source inverter. 
The internal voltage behind the transformator “synthesizes” in the desired active and reactive 
current, which delivers that to the terminals. 
 
In general the main objective for the turbine control is to maximize the power production 
while in parallel maintain the rotor speed and avoiding overloads in the equipment. There are 
two controllers, The first one is actuator (blade pitch control) and the second is the converter 
(torque order to the electrical control). 
 
Losses are not any concern due to that “fuel” efficiency is not considered. 
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GE WTGs are normally designed with supervisory control using GE’s Volt-Ampere-Reactive 
control system, which is called WindVAR. 
 
The objective of this GE model is to analyse the performance of a group WTGs with a power 
system. 
 

 
Figure 19: GE WTG Major components [21] 

 

3.3.2 Model for load flow 
Overall load flow structure 
In the load flow aspect there are two standard components that needs to be included in the 
load flow simulation, they are also required for the initialization of the dynamic simulation. 
 
 • Generator 
 • Transformer 
 
Here the use is conventional load flow models. 
 
 

 
Figure 20: Loadflow [21] 
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GE 3.6 machine information (P,Q,S) 
 
 Pmax=   3.6  MW 
 Qmax=  1.74 MVAr 
 Qmin= -1.74 MVAr 
 S    =   4     MVA 
 
Minimum steady-state power output is 0.5MW. 
 
Normally a wind farm consists of several wind turbines (WTGs), the problem is how to build 
the wind farm consisting of several WTGs. There are three different solutions [21]. 
 
Solution 1: 
The wind farm model may consist of a detailed representation of each WTG and the collector 
 
Solution 2: 
Single WTG and transformer with MVA rating equal to n times the individual rating 
 
Solution 3: 
Groups of WTG by a single model, with a simplified representation of the collector system 
 
The easiest solution is number two [21]. 
 
The supervisory control (WindVAR) measures the voltage at a particularly bus, most common 
is the point of interconnection (POI) with the transmission system. What it does is to regulate 
the voltage by sending reactive power commands to all of the WTG’s. 

3.3.3 Model for dynamic simulation 
As mentioned above (3.3.2) the initial values are collected from the load flow calculations, 
but if the WTG electrical control or additional controls are customized for a desired 
performance than the load flow must be recalculated in accordance with the customized rules. 
 
Overall dynamic structure 
The structure is similar to a conventional generator. A complete WTG model needs four sub 
models designed. 
 

• Generator/Converter 
• Electrical control 
• Turbine and turbine control  
• Wind gust model (user written model, simulate wind by varying input wind speed to the turbine) 
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Figure 21: GE WTG Dynamic model and data connectivity [21] 
 

3.3.3.1 Generator/Converter model 
Unlike the conventional generator model the WTG contains no mechanical state variables for 
the machine rotor because they are included in the turbine model [21]. The electrical/flux has 
also been modified to reflect the effective response from the electrical controls (i.e. 
converter). 
 
The sub model includes two small time constants (20msec) to represent the converter action. 
This is a reasonable model for the combination of the doubly-fed generator and its rotor. 

 
Figure 22: Generator/Converter model [21] 

 
The generator can trip if the terminal voltage deviates from nominal (1 p.u) or trip signals 
from the converter. 
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3.3.3.2 Excitation (Converter) control model 
This sub model makes sure that the active and reactive power is delivered to the system based 
on the inputs from the turbine model (Pprd) and from the supervisory (Qord). 
 
The sub model consists of the following modules [21]: 
 

• WindVAR Emulation 
• Open loop control logic 
• Electric controller 

 

 
Figure 23: Overall Excitation (Converter) control model [21] 

 
WindVAR Emulation: 
The function monitors a specific bus voltage and compares it with the reference voltage. The 
regulator is a PI controller. 
 
Open loop control logic: 
It is responsive to the large variation in the system voltage, and is inactive when the terminal 
voltage is within its normal range. 
 
Electric controller: 
This module monitors the generators power (Qgen ), the terminal voltage (Vterm ), calculates 
the voltage (Eq ) and the current (IPcmd). 

3.3.3.3 Wind turbine & turbine control model 
A very simplified representation of the turbine control model, which is a very complex 
electron mechanical system, is described in chapter 3.3.3.3.1 and chapter 3.3.3.3.2. 
The function of the wind turbine is to extract as much power as possible from the available 
wind without exceeding the rating of the equipment. 
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3.3.3.3.1 Rotor mechanical model 
The upper part of figure 23 includes the rotor inertia equation for the WTG rotor. The 
equation uses the mechanical power from the wind power model and the electrical power 
from the generator/converter to calculate the rotor speed. 
This model can be extended to include a two mass rotor model which separates the masses for 
the turbine and the generator (one mass rotor model would be same masses for the turbine and 
generator). 
 

 
Figure 24: Two-mass rotor model-Physical parameters model [21] 

3.3.3.3.2 Turbine control model 
The lower part of the Overall Excitation (Converter) control model (see figure 23) is the 
turbine control. This turbine control model is regulating the blades (pitched, reducing the 
Pmech) when the wind power is high. The dynamics of the pitch control are fast and can have 
an impact on the dynamic result. What the turbine control does is actually to send out orders 
to the electrical control, requesting that the converter delivers the generated power. In parallel 
it also returns power so the calculation for the rotor speed is made (set point). Dynamically 
the combination of the pitch control and the electric power order results in two distinct 
operation conditions. 
 

• power below the rate, the turbine speed will controlled by the electric power 
• power above the rate, the rotor speed will be controlled by the pitch control 

 
The model does not include high and low wind speed cut-out for the turbine. 
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3.3.3.4 Wind power model 
When simulating a power system it is a reasonable approximation to assume that the wind 
speed remains uniform from 5 seconds to 30 seconds during disturbances. 
The function of the wind power module is to compute the mechanical power from the energy 
contained in the wind using the following formula: 
 

3 ( , )
2 r pP A V Cω
ρ λ θ= , ( )bK

Vω

ωλ =  

ρ: air density [kg/m3 ] 
Ar: the area swept by the rotor blades in [m2] 
Vω: wind speed [m/s] 
λ: ratio of the rotor blade tip 
Kb: constant 
ω: relationship between blade tip and generator rotor speed 
Cp is a characteristic of the wind turbine and is usually provided as a set of curves relating Cp 
to λ, with θ as parameter. 
 

 
Figure 25: Wind power Cp curves [21] 

 
Describing the wind power (Vω) fluctuations is complex and stochastic in its nature.  
The wind speed variable is accessible to a user-written model that can be designed in three 
different ways: 
 

• Step of wind speed 
• Wind gust following (1-cos (A t)) × shape 
• Wind speed variations derived from measurements 
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3.4 Voltage Stability of the Test System 

3.4.1 Overview 
The behavior of the wind farm connected to the Scandinavian system will be simulated when 
different faults occurs. The transmission technology to onshore will be HVDC LCC, 
HYBRID HVDC and HVDC VSC. The models that will be used are designed for Simpow. 
The Scandinavian system is designed by CIGRE and some modifications had to be made due 
to the implementation of the wind farm. The wind farm that will be used has been designed by 
Florant Maupas [2] according to the GE model which was made for use with the Simpow 
software [20]. A second wind farm model designed by STRI will also be included to see if the 
behavior is similar to the GE wind turbine model. 
The connection point is a weak and a strong connection point, calculations has been made in 
Simpow to calculate the rate of the points.  
When the connection is made with HVDC LCC or HYBRID HVDC the two existing wind 
turbine models will be used, this is made to see if there is any difference in the Statcom rate. 
 

Table 8: Modelled wind farms 
 

GE model STRI model 
144MW 144MW 
576MW 576MW 
1008MW 1008MW 

 
The HVDC VSC connection simulations were only made with the GE wind turbine model 
because there is no need for Statcom [19]. 
 
The idea with the simulations is to see the behavior of the system when different type of faults 
(one phase to ground, three phase to ground, three phase to ground with line tripping and a 
generation facility will be lost) occurs in the Nordic system and also to see if the wind farm is 
able to help the system as a traditional synchronous generator during the faults. 
The aim is to investigate if any Statcom support is needed during the faults, keep the voltage 
profile at the wind farm within ± 10% of rated voltage and minimize electrical losses in the 
power system 
 

 
 

Figure 26:  The test system that will be simulated 
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3.4.2 Verification of the GE 36 MW wind farm 
The chosen model is a semi-aggregated model. Reduced models of the 36 MW wind turbines 
have been aggregated together, up to the desired total power. The reason for the recreation of 
all the simulation is the lack of documentation.  
 
The GE 36 MW wind farm is connected to the infinite bus where two cases were simulated. 
 
 Case 1: Small disturbance (voltage dip which was cleared after 20ms) 
   
 Case 2: Large disturbance (voltage dip which was cleared after 20ms)   
 
The test system includes the 36MW wind farm, two transformators and the infinite bus (See 
figure 27) 
 

 
Figure 27: GE 36 wind farm model connected to infinite bus 

 
Figure 28: The curve shows the active power generated when a small disturbance occurs at the infinite bus 

 
When the voltage step is increased the produced active power reaches a peak and then turns 
back to the initial value, the difference between the peaks is + 5% and 10% of the voltage 
step. 
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Figure 29: The curve shows the reactive power generated when a small disturbance occurs at the infinite bus 

 
The initial reactive power production is not set to zero. When the voltage at the infinite bus 
decreases, the reactive power produced tends too change towards a new value to keep the 
reactive power balanced in the system. 
 

 
Figure 30: The curve shows the active power generated when a large disturbance occurs at the infinite bus 
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Figure 31: The curve shows the reactive power generated when a large disturbance occurs at the infinite bus 

 
For the simulation on the large disturbance the behavior is the same as for the case with a 
small disturbance, but with a larger dip due to the large disturbance. 
 
The figures above are identical to the ones described by Florent Maupas [2].  
 
In Appendix 1 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 

3.4.3 Wind farm models 
Six different wind farm models will be created and simulated, 144MW GE, 576MW GE, 
1008MW GE, 144MW STRI, 576MW STRI and 1008MW STRI. The GE wind turbines have 
been modeled based on the model above (3.4.2). The STRI DFIG models are available in the 
Simpow appendix [20]. 

3.4.3.1 Verification of a 144MW GE wind farm: 
It consists of 40 wind turbines, the wind farm is represented by 4 reduced models of 36 MW 
wind farm. Those four reduced models are connected to a collector point. The collector point 
is connected to the point off common coupling (PCC) with two-winding transformator. 
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Figure 32: Single line diagram of the 144 MW wind farm connected to infinite bus 

 
Figure 33: Node PCC when a 144 MW wind farm is connected with a infinite bus, large disturbance 
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3.4.3.2 Verification of a 576 MW GE wind farm: 
It consists of 160 wind turbines, the wind farm is represented by 16 reduced models of 36 
MW wind farm. The 16 reduced models are divided in 4 groups and those four groups are 
connected to four different collector points. The four different collector points are then 
connected to the point off common coupling (PCC). 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 34: Single line diagram of the 576 MW wind farm connected to infinite bus 
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Figure 35: Node PCC when a 576 MW wind farm is connected with a infinite bus, large disturbance 

 

3.4.3.3 Verification of a 1008 MW wind farm: 
It consists of 280 wind turbines, the wind farm is represented by 28 reduced models of 36 
MW wind farm. The 28 reduced models are divided in seven groups and those seven groups 
are connected to seven different collector points. The seven different collector points are then 
connected to the point off common coupling (PCC). 
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Figure 36: Single line diagram of the 1008 MW wind farm connected to infinite bus 
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Figure 37: Node PCC when a 1008 MW wind farm is connected with a infinite bus, large disturbance 

 
All the wind farms models are running according to the specifications and the voltage on the 
PCC is within an acceptably range. 
 
In Appendix 1 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 

3.4.3.4 Changes made in the STRI DFIG model 
The STRI DFIG model that existed in Simpow appendix [20] has 1.5 MW active power 
output. The blade length was 36m. In this simulation three wind farm models will be created 
(144MW, 576MW and 1008MW). The DFIG model has an output limitation in the active 
power, changes had to done to the original code. In order to achieve 144MW the blade length 
had to be changed from 36m to 288m and the nominal angular speed of the turbine was also 
changed from 18 rpm to 1.75 rpm. This is not possible in reality but with this assumption, the 
three wind farms were possible to design [23]. 
 

 
 

Figure 38: The design of the wind farms with the STRI model 
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3.4.4 HVDC LCC model  
The converter station in the HVDC LCC in Simpow is of line commutated current-source and 
modeled according to fundamental converter theory [7]. Due to the limited information about 
modeling HVDC LCC for Simpow the basic settings were taken from the Simpow appendix 
[20]. The direct current voltage is 500kV and the cable distance is 100km. 
The HVDC LCC designed has a bipolar configuration.  
 

 
 

Figure 39: HVDC LCC converter bridge arrangements build for Simpow (Bipolar configuration) 
 
Calculating HVDC LCC stations   
The following design of the HVDC LCC assumes that one transmission direction is used, 
power transmitted from the generation area to load area (Offshore to Onshore). 
 
Assumptions made: 
DC voltage     Ud = 500 kV 
Rectifier Firing angle   α = 15 degrees 
Inverter Extinction angle   γ = 17 degrees 
Transformator leakage impedance  0.16 pu  
DC line resistance    R=10 ohms 
dx includes PLC reactor reactance     dx=0.08 
 
Formulas used to calculate the different HVDC LCC stations: 
 
The DC current that will be transferred 
  

Ud
PId =         [1]  

P=      active power that should be transferred  
Ud =   DC voltage  
 
The DC voltage on the Inverter side: 
 

dDClinedIDC IRUU ×−=        [2] 
RDCline= DC line resistance 
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The active power on the inverter side: 
 

dIDCIDC IUP ×=        [3] 
 

Voltage in the rectifier side: 

dx
U

UdioNdxUdioNUd d
rectifierrectifierrectifier −

=⇒−=
α

α
cos

)(cos   [4] 

Udrectifier= DC voltage on the rectifier side 
 

23
23 π

π
×

=⇒= rectifier
rectifierrectifierrectifier

UdioN
UhUhUdioN    [5] 

UdioN rectifier  = voltage on the converter station on the rectifier side 
 
Uhrectifier            = voltage on the secondary side of the converter transformer in the rectifier side 
 

[ ])cos(cos
2
1 μααμ +−=⇒

rectifier

rectifier

UdioN
Ud

     [6] 

 
μ= overlap angle 
 

[ ])cos(cos4
2)(2sin2sin

μαα
μμαα

+−
++−

××= IdUdioNQ rectifierrectifier    [7] 

 
Qrectifier= reactive power in the rectifier side 
 

22
rectifierfiersidetransrecti QPS +=          [8] 

 
Stransrectfierside= reactive rating of the transformator on the rectifier side 
 
Voltage in the inverter side: 

dx
Ud

UdioNdxUdioNUd inverter
inverterinverterinverter −

=⇒−=
γ

γ
cos

)(cos   [9] 

Udinverter= DC voltage on the inverter side 
 

23
23 π

π
×

=⇒= inverter
inverterinverterinverter

UdioN
UhUhUdioN    [10] 

UdioN inverter = voltage on the converter station on the inverter side 
 
Uhinverter     = voltage on the secondary side of the converter transformer in the inverter side 
 

[ ])cos(cos
2
1 μγγγ +−=⇒

inverter

inverter

UdioN
Ud

     [11] 

 
γ= overlap angle 
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[ ])cos(cos4
2)(2sin2sin

μγγ
μμγγ

+−
++−

××= IdUdioNQ inverterinverter    [12] 

 
Qinverter= reactive power in the inverter side 
 

22
sin invertervertersidetran QPS +=          [13] 

 
Stransinverterside= reactive rating of the transformator on the inverter side 
 

Table 9: Calculated values for the different HVDC LCC stations based on the equations above 
 
 144MW 576MW 1008MW 
Power (MW) 144 576 1008 
DC current (kA) 0.288 1.152 2.016 
Ud Rectifier voltage 
(kV) 

500 500 500 

Ud Inverter voltage (kV) 497.12 488.48 480 
Rectifier power (MW) 144 576 1008 
Inverter power (MW) 143,17 562,73 967,68 
Rectifier side 
(Offshore) 

   

UdioN (kV) 564,4 564,4 564,4 
Uh (kV) 417,9 417,9 417,9 
μ (rad) 0,372 0,372 0,372 
Reactive power (MVA) 73,64 294,38 515,61 
Rating of transf. (MVA) 161,72 646,86 1132,01 
Minimum filter Q (MVA) 74 295 516 
Inverter side 
(Onshore) 

   

UdioN (kV) 547,8 547,8 547,8 
Uh (kV) 405,6 405,6 405,6 
μ (rad) 0,353 0,353 0,353 
Reactive power (MVA) 74,528 298,23 521,91 
Rating of transf. (MVA) 161,41 636,87 1099,46 
Minimum filter Q (MVA) 75 299 522 
 
The three phase to ground fault (worst case scenario) that are implemented on the following 
simulations are made to see that the wind farm is capable of continuous uninterrupted 
operation during events when the voltage is being depressed. Typically the time required for a 
fault in a high voltage system is in the range of 100 – 200 ms [22]. 
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3.4.4.1 Verification of the calculated HVDC LCC with the 144MW wind 
farm 
In the following part simulations on the HVDC LCC 144MW with a wind farm 144MW GE 
connected to the offshore (Rectifier side) and the onshore side (Inverter side) to an infinite bus 
will be simulated to confirm its functionality. 
 

 
 

Figure 40: Wind farm 144MW connected with HVDC LCC to infinite bus 

 
 

Figure 41: The voltage on the PCC (Point of common coupling) 
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Figure 42: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the 1: st converter behavior on offshore 

 

Figure 43: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the active power produced on one of the 
wind generators 
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Figure 44: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the reactive power produced on one of 
the wind generators 

The fault (three phase to ground) was connected at t = 100ms and disconnected at t = 200ms. 
The converter station behaved as described in the Simpow appendix [20], the system goes 
towards a stable point. This is a worst case scenario due to that there is a three phase to 
ground (R=0 and X=0). The figure 42 is showing 2 curves on the same graph. The first curve 
is the direct current on the positive side and the second curve is the direct current on the 
negative side. 

In Appendix 2 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 

3.4.4.2 Verification of the calculated HVDC LCC with the 576MW wind 
farm 
In this verification the same fault will be applied as in the 3.4.4.1, HVDC LCC 576MW with 
a wind farm 576MW GE connected to the offshore (Rectifier side) and the onshore side 
(Inverter side) to an infinite bus. 
 

 
 

Figure 45: Wind farm 576MW connected with HVDC LCC to infinite bus 
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Figure 46: The voltage on the PCC (Point of common coupling) 

 
 
 

Figure 47: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the 1: st converter behavior on offshore 
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Figure 48: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the active power produced on one of the 
wind generators 

 
 

Figure 49: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the reactive power produced on one of 
the wind generators 

 
The behavior of the simulation above have the same behavior as the HVDC LCC 144MW, the 
fault is identical as the first case (three phase to ground). The small difference between the 
graphs is that more power is produced by the wind farms in the HVDC LCC 576 MW. 
 
In Appendix 2 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 
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3.4.4.3 Verification of the calculated HVDC LCC with the 1008MW wind 
farm 
In this verification the same fault will be applied as in the 3.4.4.1, HVDC LCC 1008MW with 
a wind farm 1008MW GE connected to the offshore (Rectifier side) and the onshore side 
(Inverter side) to an infinite bus. 
 

 
 

Figure 50: Wind farm 1008MW connected with HVDC LCC to infinite bus 
 

 
Figure 51: The voltage on the PCC (Point of common coupling) 
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Figure 52: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the 1: st converter behavior on offshore 
 

 
 
 

Figure 53: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the active power produced on one of the 
wind generators 
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Figure 54: Three phase to ground on the onshore site, the picture shows the reactive power produced on one of 

the wind generators 
 

The behavior of the simulation above have the same behavior as the HVDC LCC 144MW, the 
fault is identical as the first case (three phase to ground). The small difference between the 
graphs is that more power is produced by the wind farms in the HVDC LCC 1008 MW. 
 
From this point on it is assumed that the wind farms and HVDC LCC models are working 
together when they are connected to the infinite bus.  
 
In Appendix 2 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 

3.4.5 Nordic 32 system 
Nordic 32 is based on the same properties and problems as the Scandinavian power system. In 
the simulation it is not possible to point out some node in the nordic32 and try to match it 
geographically in the map. It is a system which is constructed in order to study transient, 
voltage stability and long terms dynamics. The system consist of four major parts, North with 
a large hydro production and some loads, Central with a heavy load and substantial thermal 
generation, South-West with thermal generation and some loads and External area with high 
load and generation facilities. The system consists of 32 nodes and 29 generators on the 
voltage levels 400, 220 and 130kV. The 400kV transmission lines which connect the northern 
area system with the central area have series compensation [23]. The 23 synchronous 
generators include ten machines with round rotors at thermal plants in the South area, twelve 
machines with salient pole rotor at hydro power plants in the North and a synchronous 
compensator. 
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The synchronous generators are represented by: 
 
  · Fifth order model with damper winding and saturation 
  · Second order excitation systems 
  · Power systems stabilizers 
  
Round rotor machines are operated at a constant power. Load models have algebraic 
exponential dependence on the voltage and frequency level. This model of the Scandinavian 
power system is designed for voltage stability simulations, see figure 55. 

 
Figure 55: The Cigré Nordic32 test system. Bold lines represent 400 kV and thin lines represent 220 kV and 130 

kV [3] 

3.4.5.1 Simulation with different wind farms connected to nordic32 system 
The Nordic 32 file for Simpow was given by STRI AB. It consists of one static case and one 
dynamic case. To be able to run the wind farm connected to the connection point some 
modifications had to be done to the Nordic 32 file for Simpow. 
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Modifications of the grid 
During the simulations the active power produced by the wind farm will be 144MW, 576MW 
or 1008MW with a constant output. The balance between the produced and consumed power 
is to be kept equal. 
 
Grid reinforcement 
The grid reinforcement will be needed when connecting the 1008 MW to the weak point (bus 
1021). The load flow calculation cannot be completed because of a transmission line which is 
not able to transmit the power produced from the wind farm. The critical line is between bus 
1021 and 1022.  
 
The solution is to put a third transmission line between the bus 1021 and bus 1022 when 
simulating with the HVDC LCC model. 
This line became also critical when simulation where made with the HVDC VSC, the solution 
was to have five cables between bus 1021 and bus 1022. 
 

 
Figure 56: Where will the third line be connected when connecting the 1008MW wind farm 

 
Calculating the short circuit ratio (SCR) on the weak and the strong point 
The relation between the weak and the strong point is that the Sk (Short circuit ratio) must be 
at least ten times larger in the strong point. By using Simpow the Ik could be calculated on 
each bus. The voltage on each bus is known from the Cigré model. 
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These values were calculated when the generator on bus 1021 was disconnected 
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The equations above show that Sk4047 is almost eight times larger then Sk1021.  
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It should be mentioned that while simulating with the small wind farm 144 MW the generator 
on bus 1021 is only decreased (the rating of the power station has been scaled down so the 
overall production in the node 1021 equals 400 MW, the original output of that generator is 
400 MW) not disconnected. In this case the Sk1021 value is larger so the difference between the 
Sk4047 and Sk1021 is only three times. It was not possible to disconnect the generator on bus 
1021. A steady state solution was not possible because the active power was to low.  
 
When simulations were made on larger wind farms (576MW and 1008MW) the generator on 
bus1021 was disconnected. 

3.4.5.1.1 Simulation on the offshore wind farm connected to a strong point 
During these simulations the following faults will be simulated: 
 
 • 1 phase to ground  (node 4046, node 4047) 
 • 3 phase to ground  (node 4046, node 4047) 
 • Line tripping          (3 phase to ground on node 4046, disconnection of the cable on 
                                              node 4046 – node 4047) 
 • Generator tripping (The Generator on node 1021) 
 
Three cases are simulated (144MW GE, 576MW GE and 1008MW GE) with the offshore 
wind farm connected to bus 4047 which is calculated as a strong connection point (chapter 
3.4.5.1). The distance between the offshore site and onshore site is 100km (decided from the 
model HVDC LCC). 
  
The one phase to ground is the most common fault in a power system, the line tripping is the 
hardest fault for a power system to handle. The faults are all applied close to the wind farm 
(onshore). The fault generator tripping has been chosen far away (from the wind farm) 
because it is much harder to handle these faults with a longer distance. These faults are 
applied to see if the HVDC LCC is able to support the wind farm. 
During these simulations the need of a Statcom device will be analysed. The possibility to run 
these faults without a Statcom will also be examined. 
 
The only problem that occurred during all these simulations was when simulating the one 
phase or three phase to ground on the different busses (see the dynpow file on the CD-ROM) 
a shortcut resistance R=0 Ω (solid phase to ground) could not be simulated. It was not 
possible to put the shortcut resistance R=0 Ω (solid phase to ground) even with the original 
case (simulated only with the Nordic 32 system). The solution to this problem was to put the 
resistance higher then 0 Ω (this was probably due to the models in Simpow). 
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Figure 57: The point where the different wind farms will be connected, HVDC LCC 
 
Case 1  
144MW GE wind farm connected to the bus4047: 
The connection of the wind farm with the HVDC LCC was made to node 4047. Modifications 
of the original Nordic 32 file had to be made on bus 4047. Reducing the active power on 
Generator 1 from 540MW to 396MW due to the connection of the wind farm that is rated to 
144MW, these changes had to be made so the original steady state (consumption equal to 
production) could be kept in the Nordic 32 system (table 9 refer to figure 57).  
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Table 10: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 144MW 
Wind farm connected to bus 4047 

Reduced generator on Cigré model Bus4047,Generator 1 (540MW to 396) 
 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node 1021 (onshore) 
(see figure 57). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis in p.u. 
 

Table 11: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 4047) 58 
3 phase to ground (node 4047) 59 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4046, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4046 – node 4047) 

60 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 1021) 61,62 
 
 

 
 

Figure 58: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 4047 
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Figure 59: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4047 

 
 

Figure 60: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4046, line tripping (line no1 4046-4047) 
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Figure 61: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator on BUS1021 

 
Figure 62: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator on BUS1021 

 
Case 2  
576MW GE wind farm connected to bus 4047: 
In this case the connection point of the wind farm with the HVDC LCC is to node 4047. In 
the original Nordic 32 file a modification was made on bus 4047, disconnection of Generator 
1 and reducing the active power on Generator 2, 540MW to 504MW due to the connection of 
the wind farm was rated to 576MW (consumption equal to production, table 10 refer to figure 
57). 
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Table 12:  Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 576MW 
Wind farm connected to bus 4047 

Reduced generator on Cigré model Bus4047,Gen 1 (540MW to 0),Gen 2 
(540MW to 504MW) 

 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node 1021 (onshore) 
(see figure 57). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis in p.u. 
 

Table 13: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 4047) 63 
3 phase to ground (node 4047) 64 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4046, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4046 – node 4047) 

65 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 1021) 66,67 
 

 
 

Figure 63: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 4047 
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Figure 64: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4047 

 
 

Figure 65: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4046, line tripping (line no1 4046-4047) 
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Figure 66: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator on BUS1021 
 

 
 

Figure 67: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator on BUS1021 
Case 3 
1008MW GE wind farm connected to bus 4047: 
In this case connecting the wind farm with the HVDC LCC is on node 4047. In the original 
Nordic 32 file modifications were made on bus 4047, reducing generator 1 and generator 2 
from 540MW to 36MW each. The wind farm was rated to 1008MW (consumption equal to 
production, table 11 refer to figure 57). 
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Table 14: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 1008MW 
Wind farm connected to bus 4047 

Reduced generator on Cigré model Bus4047,Gen 1 (540MW to 36MW),Gen 2 
(540MW to36MW) 

 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node 1021 (onshore) 
(see figure 57). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis in p.u. 
 

Table 15: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground ( node 4047) 68 
3 phase to ground (node 4047) 69 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4046, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4046 – node 4047) 

70 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 1021) 71,72 
 

 
 

Figure 68: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 4047 
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Figure 69: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4047 

 
 

Figure 70: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4046, line tripping (line no1 4046-4047) 
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Figure 71: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator on BUS1021 

 
 

Figure 72: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator on BUS1021 
 

Conclusions 
When examining the simulations made on the strong connection point (one phase to ground, 
three phase ground, disconnecting of a line and the generator tripping) the results concluded 
that the systems reached a stable point after the simulated faults. In these results it became 
obvious that some disturbances became larger on the bus PCC when the wind farm rate 
became larger. In the case of the144MW GE wind farm it was only shown when 
disconnecting the generator (Case 1). In the case of the 576MW GE wind farm it was visible 
on the fault line tripping (Case 2). 
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In the case the 1008MW GE wind farm it was visible during all the types of faults (Case 3). 
The disturbance is only visible on the bus PCC, not in any other node in the system.  
 
The explanation to the disturbance problem on bus PCC might be interaction between the 
wind farm and the HVDC LCC (both of them are trying to regulate the voltage stability). The 
amplitude is too small so it does not affect the Scandinavian power system. 
There was no need for the use of Statcom because the system reached stability within an 
acceptable time range. 
 

Table 16: Summary of the different faults, wind farm connected to a strong connection point 
 

 1 phase to 
ground 

3 phase to 
ground 

3-phase, line 
tripping 

Generator 
tripping 

Wind farm 
144MW 

Stability reached Stability reached Stability 
reached 

Stability 
reached 

Wind farm 
576MW 

Stability reached Stability reached Stability 
reached 

Stability 
reached 

Wind farm 
1008MW 

Stability reached Stability reached Stability 
reached 

Stability 
reached 

 
In Appendix 3 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 

3.4.5.1.2 Simulation on the wind farm connected to a weak point 
During these simulations the following faults will be simulated: 
 
 • 1 phase to ground  (node 1021) 
 • 3 phase to ground  (node 1021) 
 • Line tripping          (3 phase to ground on node 4012, disconnection of the cable 
                                              on node 4012 – node 4022) 
 • Generator tripping (The Generator on node 4071) 
 
Six wind farms will be simulated (144MW GE, 144MW STRI, 576MW GE, 576MW STRI, 
1008MW GE and 1008MW STRI) with transmission technology HVDC LCC connected to 
bus 1021. The bus 1021 is calculated as a weak connection point (chapter 3.4.5.1). The 
distance between the offshore site and onshore site is 100km (decided from the model HVDC 
LCC).  
 
When simulating on the weak point the simulations will be done with two turbines models 
(GE and STRI).  
In total there will be six different wind farms (see table xx). The changes to the Nordic 32 
system file for both cases will be identical. 
 

Table 17: The different wind farms based on the different models 
 

GE 3.6MW STRI model, DFIG 
144MW 144MW 
576MW 576MW 
1008MW 1008MW 
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The one phase to ground is the most common fault in a power system, the line tripping is the 
hardest fault for a power system to handle. The faults are all applied close to the wind farm 
(onshore). The fault generator tripping has been chosen far away (from the wind farm) 
because it is much harder to handle these faults with a longer distance. These faults are 
applied to see if the HVDC LCC is able to support the wind farm. 
During these simulations the need of a Statcom device will be analysed. The possibility to run 
these faults without a Statcom will also be examined. The graphs on the simulations (figure 
74 to figure 83) will show that the voltage on PCC (the first graph for each case will be on the 
GE model and the second graph will be for the STRI model). 
 
The only problem that occurred during all these simulations was when simulating the one 
phase or three phase to ground on the different busses (see the dynpow file on the CD-ROM) 
a shortcut resistance R=0 Ω (solid phase to ground) could not be simulated. It was not 
possible to put the shortcut resistance R=0 Ω (solid phase to ground) even with the original 
case (simulated only with the Nordic 32 system). The solution to this problem was to put the 
resistance higher then 0 Ω (this was probably due to the models in Simpow). 
 

 
 

Figure 73: The point where the different wind farms will be connected, HVDC LCC 
 
Case 4 
144MW (GE and STRI) wind farm connected to bus1021: 
In this case the connection of the wind farm with the HVDC LCC was made on node 1021. In 
the original Nordic 32 file modifications were made on bus 1021. Reducing the active power 
on Generator 1 from 400MW to 256MW due to the connection of the wind farm was rated to 
144MW, these changes had to be made so the original steady state (consumption equal to 
production) could be kept in the Nordic 32 system (table 14 refer to figure 73). 
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Table 18: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 144MW 
Wind farm connected to bus 1021 

Reduced generator on Cigré model Bus1021,Generator 1 (400MW to 144MW) 

 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node 1021 (onshore) 
(see figure 73). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis in p.u 
 

Table 19: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 1021) 74,75 
3 phase to ground (node 1021) 76,77 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4012, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4012 – node 4022) 

78,79 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 4071) 80,81 

 

 
 

Figure 74: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 1021(GE model) 
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Figure 75: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 1021(STRI model) 

 
 

Figure 76: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 1021(GE model) 
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Figure 77: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 1021(STRI model) 
 

 
 

Figure 78: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (GE model) 
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Figure 79: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (STRI model) 
 

 
 

Figure 80: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071 (GE model) 
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Figure 81: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071 (STRI model) 
 
Case 5 
In this simulation the wind farm 576MW (GE and STRI) and 1008MW (GE and STRI) were 
supposed to be connected to the same bus (Bus1021) with HVDC LCC. 
The system did not reach any stability, which is not acceptable in a power system. 

 
 

Figure 82: Voltage on BUSPCC when connecting the 576MW or 1008MW wind farm (GE model) 
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Figure 83: Voltage on BUSPCC when connecting the 576MW or 1008MW wind farm (STRI model) 
 
Conclusion 
The 144MW (GE and STRI) wind farm  was working (possible to simulate) because the bus 
1021 was not really isolated (generating facilities). The active power for the generator on the 
bus1021 was just decreased (not disconnected). The reason why the system does not allow 
disconnection of the generator is due to the fact that production is equal to consumption. 
 
There was no big difference between the GE model and the STRI model. The behavior of the 
voltage on bus PCC was almost identical for the two models. 
 
The instability for the two large wind farm models connected to bus 1021, is probably 
because of the lack of reactive compensation.  
As mentioned in chapter 3.4.5.1 bus1021 is not a weak point during the simulations made 
with the 144 MW wind farm because the generator on that point is still operating, reactive 
power exist.  
 
When simulating on the larger wind farms (576 MW and 1008 MW) the generator is 
disconnected. 
 
The DFIG generators need a lot of reactive power, especially in the start up and when faults 
occur. Due to the reason that bus1021 is weak, there is no support for large wind farms. 
 
It is obvious that the area around bus 1021 needs an upgrade so the need of reactive power 
can be supplied. 
 
In Appendix 4 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 
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Table 20: Summary of the different faults, wind farm connected to a weak connection point 

 
 1 phase to 

ground 
3 phase to 

ground 
3-phase, line 

tripping 
Generator 
tripping 

Wind farm 
144MW 

Stability reached Stability reached Stability 
reached 

Stability 
reached 

Wind farm 
576MW 

Unstable Unstable Unstable Unstable 

Wind farm 
1008MW 

Unstable Unstable Unstable Unstable 

 

3.4.5.1.3 Simulation on the wind farm connected to a weak point with transmission 
technology HYBRID HVDC 
Case 6 
The results above show that the HVDC LCC has limited reactive power compensation and 
that it cannot be connected to a weak grid. This problem was solved by designing a HYBRID 
HVDC (consists of the classic HVDC LCC and Statcom device) connected to the onshore site 
(see figure 84). The Statcom provides both the necessary commutation voltage to the HVDC 
converter and the reactive power compensation to the network during steady state and 
dynamic conditions.  
 
The design of the Statcom for Simpow was created by Abaid Rehman [1].  
The same faults were applied as in case 4. 
 
The only problem that occurred during all these simulations was when simulating the one 
phase or three phase to ground on the different busses (see the dynpow file on the CD-ROM) 
a shortcut resistance R=0 Ω (solid phase to ground) could not be simulated. It was not 
possible to put the shortcut resistance R=0 Ω (solid phase to ground) even with the original 
case (simulated only with the Nordic 32 system). The solution to this problem was to put the 
resistance higher then 0 Ω (this was probably due to the models in Simpow). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 84: Wind farm 144MW connected with Hybrid HVDC to bus 1021 
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Case 6.1 
144MW (GE and STRI) wind farm connected to bus1021: 
The modifications in the Nordic 32 file are identical as in the case 4 (table 16 refer to figure 
85). 
 

Table 21: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 144MW STRI model 144MW GE model 
Wind farm connected to bus 1021 1021 
Reduced generator on Cigré 

model 
Bus1021,Generator 1 
(400MW to 256MW) 

Bus1021,Generator 1 (400MW to 
256MW) 

Statcom size 10 MVAR or 20MVAR 20 MVAR 
 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node 1021 (onshore) 
(see figure 84). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis in p.u. 

 

 
 

Figure 85: The point where the different wind farms will be connected, Hybrid HVDC 
 

Table 22: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 1021) 86,87 
3 phase to ground (node 1021) 88,89 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4012, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4012 – node 4022) 

90,91 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 4071) 92,93,94,95 
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Figure 86: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 20 MVAR (GE model) 

 
 

Figure 87: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 10 MVAR (STRI model) 
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Figure 88: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 20 MVAR (GE model) 

 

 
 

Figure 89: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 10 MVAR 
 (STRI model) 
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Figure 90: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1 4012-4022), 
STATCOM rating 20 MVAR (GE model) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 91: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1 4012-4022), 
STATCOM rating 10 MVAR (STRI model) 
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Figure 92: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 20 MVAR  
(GE model) 

 
 

Figure 93: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 20 MVAR  
(GE model) 
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Figure 94: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 10 MVAR 
(STRI model) 

 
 

Figure 95: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 10 MVAR  
(STRI model 

 
Case 6.2 
576MW (GE and STRI) wind farm connected to bus1021: 
 
In this case the connection of 576MW (GE and STRI) wind farm was made to bus 1021 with 
the HYBRID HVDC.  
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In the original Nordic 32 file modifications were made on bus 1021. Disconnecting Generator 
on bus1021 and Generator on bus 1022 was decreased (see table xx). These changes had to be 
made so the original steady state (consumption equal to production) could be kept in the 
Nordic 32 system (table 17 refer to figure 84). 
 

Table 23: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 576MW GE model 576MW STRI model 
Wind farm connected to bus 1021 1021 
Reduced generator on Cigré 

model 
Bus1021,Generator  
(400MW to 0MW) 
Bus 1022 Generator  

(200MW to 164MW) 

Bus1021,Generator  (400MW to 
0MW) 

Bus 1022 Generator  (200MW to 
164MW) 

Statcom size 150 MVAR 60,80 or 120MVAR 

 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node 1021 (onshore) 
(see figure 84). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis in p.u. 
 

Table 24: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 1021) 96,97 
3 phase to ground (node 1021) 98,99 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4012, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4012 – node 4022) 

100,101 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 4071) 102,103,104,105 
 

 
 
Figure 96: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 150 MVAR (GE model) 
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Figure 97: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 60 MVAR (STRI model) 
 

 

 
 
Figure 98: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 150 MVAR (GE model) 
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Figure 99: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 80 MVAR  
(STRI model) 

 
 

 
 

Figure 100: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1 4012-4022), 
STATCOM rating 150 MVAR (GE model) 
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Figure 101: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1 4012-4022), 
STATCOM rating 120 MVAR (STRI model) 

 

 
 

Figure 102: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 150 MVAR 
(GE model) 
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Figure 103: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 120 MVAR 
(STRI model) 

 

 
 

Figure 104: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 150 MVAR 
(GE model) 
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Figure 105: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 120 MVAR 
(STRI model) 

 
Case 6.3 
1008 MW (GE and STRI) wind farm connected to bus1021: 
 
In this case connection of the 1008MW (GE and STRI) wind farm was made to bus 1021 with 
the HYBRID HVDC. Some changes had to be made to original Nordic 32 file so a steady 
state (consumption equal to production) solution could be kept in the system (table 18 refer to 
figure 84). 
 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node 1021 (onshore) 
(see figure 84). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis in p.u. 

 
Table 25: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 

 
Wind farm rate 1008MW GE model 1008MW STRI model 

Wind farm connected to bus 1021 1021 
Reduced generator on Cigré 

model 
Bus1012,Generator 

(600MW to 400MW) 
Bus1013,Generator 

(300MW to 200MW) 
Bus1014,Generator 

(550MW to 442MW) 
Bus1021,Generator 
(400MW to 0MW) 
Bus1022,Generator 
(200MW to 0MW) 

Bus1012,Generator (600MW to 
400MW) 

Bus1013,Generator (300MW to 
200MW) 

Bus1014,Generator (550MW to 
442MW) 

Bus1021,Generator (400MW to 
0MW) 

Bus1022,Generator (200MW to 
0MW) 

 Statcom size 190,230 and 250MVAR 250 MVAR 
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Table 26: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 1021) 106,107 
3 phase to ground (node 1021) 108,109 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4012, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4012 – node 4022) 

110,111 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 4071) 112,113,114,115 

 
Figure 106: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 250 MVAR (GE model) 

 
 

Figure 107: Voltage on BUSPCC, One phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 190 MVAR  
(STRI model) 
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Figure 108: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 250 MVAR  
(GE model) 

 
 

Figure 109: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 1021, STATCOM rating 190 MVAR  
(STRI model) 
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Figure 110: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1 4012-4022), 
STATCOM rating 250 MVAR (GE model) 

 
 

Figure 111: Voltage on BUSPCC, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1 4012-4022), 
STATCOM rating 250 MVAR (STRI model) 
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Figure 112: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 250 MVAR 
(GE model) 

 
 

Figure 113: Voltage on BUS1021, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 230 MVAR 
(STRI model) 
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Figure 114: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 250 MVAR 
(GE model) 

 
 

Figure 115: Voltage on BUSPCC, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, STATCOM rating 250 MVAR 
(STRI model) 

 
Conclusions 
Connecting the HYBRID HVDC (Statcom device with the HVDC LCC model) made it 
possible to simulate the 576MW (GE and STRI) and the 1008MW (GE and STRI) wind 
farms.  
 
Examining the graphs made above (in case 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3) shows that the systems handles 
the different faults better when stabilizing the system with Statcom.  
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The disturbance that was obvious during the previous simulations (chapter 3.4.5.1.1) has 
almost disappeared. The solution to this is that the Statcom device supports the reactive power 
to the system, the interference between the wind farm and the HVDC LCC station is less. By 
increasing the size of the Statcom device the disturbance disappeared (the interference 
between the wind farm and the HVDC LCC has disappeared). 
 
Examining the graphs (in case 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3) also shows some differences between the case 
4 and case 6.1 (the system shown in 6.1 reaches stability and dampes faster than the case 4). If 
the rating on the Statcom device is increased to the double MVAR then the system becomes 
faster to reach stability if a fault is introduced. 
There were few differences in the behaviour of the GE model and the STRI model. 
 
The different rate for the Statcom (MVAR) was also the limit for each simulation. The system 
property to handle damping time and stability time was not considered. The only 
consideration for the system is to reach the stability point. 
 

Table 27: Summary of the different faults 
 

 1 phase to 
ground 

3 phase to 
ground 

3-phase, line 
tripping 

Generator 
tripping 

Wind farm 
144MW 

Stability reached Stability reached Stability 
reached 

Stability 
reached 

Wind farm 
576MW 

Stability reached Stability reached Stability 
reached 

Stability 
reached 

Wind farm 
1008MW 

Stability reached Stability reached Stability 
reached 

Stability 
reached 

 
The tables below show the rate for the Statcom device for the different turbine models. 
The bold marked column is the worst case scenario. Due to the highest value in the table 
below this should be the minimum value for the Statcom device (the wind farm should be 
connected during all faults). 
 

Table 28: Statcom size in the HYBRID HVDC (MVAR) with the GE model 
 
Wind farm rate 

(MW)  
GE model 

1 phase to 
ground 

3 phase to 
ground 

3 phase to 
ground and 

disconnection 
of  the line 

Disconnection 
of a generator 

144 20 20 20 20 
576 150 150 150 150 
1008 250 250 250 250 

 
Table 29: Statcom size in the HYBRID HVDC (MVAR) with the STRI model 

 
Wind farm rate 

(MW) 
STRI model 

1 phase to 
ground 

3 phase to 
ground 

3 phase to 
ground and 

disconnection 
of  the line 

Disconnection 
of a generator 

144 10 10 20 10 
576 60 80 120 120 
1008 190 190 250 250 
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The Statcom size was decreased until the system did not handle the different type of faults. 
 
It should be mentioned that the doted line between the 144 MW, 576 MW and 1008 MW in 
the graphs (figure 116 and figure 117) is an assumption.  
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Figure 116:  Statcom size versus wind farm rate in HYBRID HVDC with GE wind farm 
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Statcom size in a Hybrid HVDC with STRI model
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Figure 117:  Statcom size versus wind farm rate in HYBRID HVDC with STRI wind farm 

 
In Appendix 4 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 

3.4.5.1.4 Simulation on the wind farm connected to a weak point with transmission 
technology HVDC VSC 
Case 7 
Three wind farms will be simulated (144MW GE, 576MW GE and 1008MW GE) with 
transmission technology HVDC VSC connected to bus 1021. The bus 1021 is calculated as a 
weak connection point (chapter 3.4.5.1). The distance between the offshore site and onshore 
site is not taken in consideration (simplified model). The losses through the HVDC VSC 
cables should be equal to the HVDC LCC model. This HVDC VSC model is simplified and is 
only regulating the voltage stability in the power system.  
 
The changes to the Nordic 32 system file for both the case will be identical as in the chapter 
3.4.5.1.2. 
 
The simulations with the HVDC VSC are to examine if it is possible to support the wind farm 
and the power system when it is connected to the weak point (bus 1021) without Statcom 
support. 
The design of the HVDC VSC for Simpow was created by PhD student Hector Lattore [4].  
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Figure 118: Wind farm connected with HVDC VSC to bus 1021 
 
The only problem that occurred during all these simulations was when simulating the one 
phase or three phase to ground on the different busses (see the dynpow file on the CD-ROM) 
a shortcut resistance R=0 Ω (solid phase to ground) could not be simulated. It was not 
possible to put the shortcut resistance R=0 Ω (solid phase to ground) even with the original 
case (simulated only with the Nordic 32 system). The solution to this problem was to put the 
resistance higher then 0 Ω (this was probably due to the models in Simpow). 
 
The same faults were applied as in the case 4. 
 
The graphs on the simulations (figure 119 to figure 130) will show that the voltage on PCC 
(Rectifier side)and the voltage on BUSINT (Inverter side). 
 
Case 7.1 
144MW GE wind farm connected to bus1021: 
The modifications in the Nordic 32 file are identical as in the case 4 (table 22 refer to figure 
118). 

Table 30: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 144MW 
Wind farm connected to bus 1021 

Reduced generator on Cigré model Bus1021,Generator 1 (400MW to 144MW) 
  
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node BUSINT 
(onshore, the same node as node 1021 see figure 118). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis 
in p.u. 
 

Table 31: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 1021) 119 
3 phase to ground (node 1021) 120 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4012, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4012 – node 4022) 

121 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 4071) 122 
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Figure 119: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, One phase to ground on bus 1021 (GE model) 

 
 

Figure 120: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, Three phase to ground on bus 1021 (GE model) 
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Figure 121: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1) 
4012-4022 (GE model) 

 
 

Figure 122: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071 (GE model) 
 
Case 7.2 
576MW GE wind farm connected to bus1021: 
 
In this case the connection of 576MW GE wind farm was made to bus 1021 with the HVDC 
VSC.  
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In the original Nordic 32 file modifications were made on bus 1021. Disconnecting Generator 
on bus1021 and the power on Generator bus 1022 was decreased (see table 32). These 
changes had to be made so the original steady state (consumption equal to production) could 
be kept in the Nordic 32 system (table 23 refer to figure 118). 
 

Table 32: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 576MW 
Wind farm connected to bus 1021 

Reduced generator on Cigré model Bus1021,Generator  (400MW to 0MW) 
Bus 1022 Generator  (200MW to 164MW) 

 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node BUSINT 
(onshore, the same node as node 1021 see figure 118). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis 
in p.u. 
 

Table 33: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 1021) 123 
3 phase to ground (node 1021) 124 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4012, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4012 – node 4022) 

125 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 4071) 126 
 

 
 

Figure 123: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, One phase to ground on bus 1021 (GE model) 
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Figure 124: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, Three phase to ground on bus 1021 (GE model) 

 
 

Figure 125: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1) 
4012-4022 (GE model) 
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Figure 126: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071, (GE model) 
 
Case 7.3 
1008 MW GE wind farm connected to bus1021: 
 
In this case connection of the 1008MW GE wind farm was made to bus 1021 with the HVDC 
VSC. Some changes had to be made to original Nordic 32 file so a steady state (consumption 
equal to production) solution could be kept in the system (table 24 refer to figure 118). 
 

Table 34: Changed values in Cigré Nordic32 file 
 

Wind farm rate 1008MW GE 
Wind farm connected to bus 1021 

Reduced generator on Cigré model Bus1012,Generator (600MW to 400MW) 
Bus1013,Generator (300MW to 200MW) 
Bus1014,Generator (550MW to 442MW) 
Bus1021,Generator (400MW to 0MW) 
Bus1022,Generator (200MW to 0MW) 

 
The following figures will show the voltage on the PCC (offshore) and node BUSINT 
(onshore, the same node as node 1021 see figure 118). The x-axis is in seconds and the y-axis 
in p.u. 

Table 35: Figure according to a fault 
 

Fault Figure number 
1 phase to ground (node 1021) 127 
3 phase to ground (node 1021) 128 
Line tripping (3 phase to ground on node 4012, 
                            disconnection of the cable  
                            on node 4012 – node 4022) 

129 

Generator tripping (Generator on node 4071) 130 
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Figure 127: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, One phase to ground on bus 1021 (GE model) 

 
 

Figure 128: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, Three phase to ground on bus 1021 (GE model) 
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Figure 129: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, Three phase to ground on bus 4012, line tripping (line no1) 
4012-4022 (GE model) 

 
 

Figure 130: Voltage on BUSPCC and BUSINT, disconnecting generator 471 on BUS4071 (GE model) 
 
Conclusions 
Connecting the HVDC VSC made it possible to simulate the 576MW GE and the 1008MW 
GE wind farms. 
Examining the graphs above (in case 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3) shows that the system handles the 
different. When a fault occurs in the power system (everything from the inverter side) it is not 
visible on the rectifier side. 
There was no need of a Statcom support in the weak point.  
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Table 36: Summary of the different faults 

 
 1 phase to 

ground 
3 phase to 

ground 
3-phase, line 

tripping 
Generator 
tripping 

Wind farm 
144MW 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Wind farm 
576MW 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Wind farm 
1008MW 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

Stability reached 
No Statcom 

 
In Appendix 5 the documentation for the simulations exists so the above figures can be 
recreated. 
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4 Summary and future work 
The aim of this study was to define the minimum size of a Statcom supporting the 
interconnection of a large offshore wind farm with high voltage direct current line 
commutated converters (HVDC LCC) connected to a power system. 
 

 
 

Figure 131:  The three sub models connected to each other 
 
To simulate and test the three sub models (chapter three) the software SIMPOW (Simulation 
of power systems) was used. The first sub model is the wind farm (GE model and STRI 
model) and has been validated for all the wind farms(144MW GE, 144 MW STRI, 576MW 
GE, 576MW STRI, 1008MW GE and 1008 MW STRI). 
 
The next step was the modelling of HVDC LCC system, chapter 3, (converter rating of 
144MW, 576MW and 1008MW) which was simulated and tested according to the Simpow 
Appendix [20]. Regarding the model HVDC VSC see reference [4]. 
 
The third sub model (chapter 3), a power system model representing the Scandinavian system, 
was obtained from Cigré also referred to as the Nordic 32 model. Several modifications were 
made to the Nordic 32 model when connecting the wind farm to the strong point and the weak 
point in the model. 
 
To find the minimum size of the Statcom (chapter 3) four faults were introduced to the power 
system (one phase to ground, three phase to ground, line tripping and generator tripping). 
 
The first conclusion is that the connection of the wind farm to a strong connection point (Bus 
4047 in the Cigré Nordic power system) does not need any Statcom support in the HVDC 
LCC model, i.e. the system reached a stable operating point after an introduced fault. An 
observation made is that the rectifier side on the HVDC LCC and the point of common 
coupling showed small disturbances after introducing the fault. The amplitude of this was 
relatively small and only visible on the point of common coupling (it did not disturb the 
power system).  
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The second conclusion is that connecting the wind farm to a weak point (Bus 1021 in the 
Cigré Nordic power system) needs Statcom support in all cases. The disturbances that were 
observed during the strong grid (transmission technology HVDC LCC) simulations were 
much smaller in the weak grid (HYBRID HVDC) simulation. This was because of the 
Statcom (it supported the reactive power requirements in the power system). When increasing 
the Statcom rating in the HYBRID HVDC the disturbances was not visible during the 
simulations. 
 
The third conclusion is when connecting the wind farm to a weak point by using the 
transmission technology HVDC VSC there was no need of Statcom. 
 
There is a number of future works that could be of very high interest when investigating the 
integration of offshore wind farms.  
 
Imagine a simulation of the Swedish power system were the wind farm will be offshore and 
the connection point will be in the southern part of Sweden. It is of a large interest to see how 
the wind farm can support the different faults introduced to a real power system (the faults 
can be pointed out geographically). 
 
Another interesting simulation might be to connect to the offshore wind farm to the nuclear 
power station Barsebäck, to explore the possibility to replace the former nuclear power with 
the new wind power or to recreate the same simulations as in this thesis but using different 
software.
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Appendix  1 
 
Files needed to run in SIMPOW 
 
Optpow files: 
gewf.optpow 
GEWF144.optpow 
GEWF576.optpow 
GEWF1008.optpow 
 
Dynpow files (TRANSTA mode): 
GEsmall.dynpow 
GElarge.dynpow 
GEWF144.dynpow 
GEWF576.dynpow 
GEWF1008.dynpow 
 
DSL files 
Machine.dsl 
ge.dsl 
regul.dsl 
turbine.dsl 
turbinederiv.dsl 
 
Step 1: 
Copy the catalogue “simulation1” from the CD into the computer, then point the working 
directory on SIMPOW to where you have copied the file 
 
Step 2: 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the gewf.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Step 3.1 (small disturbance case): 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “gefw” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose GEsmall.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose gelib 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose SYNCWIND%PGEN 
and SYNCWIND%QGEN. 
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Step 3.2 (Large disturbance case): 
Choose the SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “gefw” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose GElarge.dynpow  
Select Dsl Source File, choose Machine 
Select Private Library, choose gelib 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose SYNCWIND%PGEN 
and SYNCWIND%QGEN. 
 
Step 4 (Simulation on the 144MW wind farm connected to infinitebus): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the GEWF144.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Step 4.1 (Large disturbance case): 
Choose the SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “gefw144” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose GEWF144.dynpow  
Select Dsl Source File, choose Machine 
Select Private Library, choose gelib 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose BUSPCC. 
 
To simulate on the 576MW and 1008MW wind farm just redo the step 4 and 4.1 by changing 
the optpow and dynpow file. 
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Appendix  2 
 
Files needed to run in SIMPOW 
 
Optpow files: 
lccbi144MWcalculated.optpow 
lccbi576MWcalculated.optpow 
lccbi1008MWcalculated.optpow 
 
Dynpow files (TRANSTA mode): 
lccbi144MW.dynpow 
lccbi576MW.dynpow 
lccbi1008MW.dynpow 
 
DSL files 
Machine.dsl 
ge.dsl 
regul.dsl 
turbine.dsl 
turbinederiv.dsl 
 
TXT files 
tablevind.txt 
 
Step 1: 
Copy the catalogue “simulation2” from the CD into the computer, then point the working 
directory on SIMPOW to where you have copied the file 
 
Step 2: 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the lccbi144MWcalculated.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Step 3.1 (144MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 576MW to infinite bus): 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “lccbi144MWcalculated” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose lccbi144MW.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose gelib 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
SREACOFFS_DCV_1 OFFS_DCP_1 0 (I1DC AND I2DC), SYNCWIND%PGEN  
and SYNCWIND%QGEN. 
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Step 3.2 (576MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 576MW to infinite bus): 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “lccbi576MWcalculated” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose lccbi576MW.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose gelib 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
SREACOFFS_DCV_1 OFFS_DCP_1 0 (I1DC AND I2DC), SYNCWIND%PGEN  
and SYNCWIND%QGEN. 
 
Step 3.3 (1008MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 1008MW to infinite bus): 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “lccbi1008MWcalculated” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose lccbi1008MW.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose gelib 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
SREACOFFS_DCV_1 OFFS_DCP_1 0 (I1DC AND I2DC), SYNCWIND%PGEN  
and SYNCWIND%QGEN. 
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Appendix  3  
Connecting the wind farm with LCC to the nordic32 system to bus4047 
 
Files needed to run in SIMPOW 
 
Optpow files: 
nordic32lcc144wf144.optpow 
nordic32lcc576wf576.optpow 
nordic32lcc1008wf1008.optpow 
 
Dynpow files (TRANSTA mode): 
nordic32lcc144wf144.dynpow 
nordic32lcc576wf576.dynpow 
nordic32lcc1008wf1008.dynpow 
 
DSL files 
Machine.dsl 
ge.dsl 
regul.dsl 
turbine.dsl 
turbinederiv.dsl 
clim.dsl 
dlm.dsl 
hygo.dsl 
hytu.dsl 
lind.dsl 
uprot.dsl 
xum.dsl 
 
TXT files 
tablevind.txt 
 
Step 1: 
Copy the catalogue “simulation3” from the CD into the computer, then point the working 
directory on SIMPOW to where you have copied the file 
 
Step 2: 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc144wf144.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Step 3.1 (144MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 144MW to nordic32 system at 
BUS4047): 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc144wf144” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc144wf144.dynpow  
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Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
Events that should be simulated: 
 
 • 1 phase to ground (node 4046, node 4047) 
 • 3 phase to ground (node 4046, node 4047) 
 • Line tripping         (3 phase to ground on node 4046, disconnection of the cable 
                                              on node 4046 – node 4047) 
 • Generator tripping (The Generator on node 1021) 
 
Those faults are implemented and edited in the nordic32lcc144wf144.dynpow 
 
“ ! ” is only when you don’t want simpow to run the instruction, just delete the “ ! “ and the 
instruction is apllied 
 
Here is were the faults are defined, what type of a fault and were it should be applied 
 
FAULTS  
!F1BI10 TYPE=1PSG R=0. X=0. NODE=BUS4046  
!F2BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=20 X=0 NODE=BUS4046  
!F3BI10 TYPE=1PSG R=0 X=0 NODE=BUS4047 
!F4BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=20 X=0 NODE=BUS4047 
  
!F1BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=20 X=0 NODE=BUS4042   
END  
 
This instruction tells Simpow when to apply the fault (in time of seconds), first what time it 
has to connect it and disconnect it, then the name of the fault that was defined above.  
If  there is a need of disconnecting a cable or a generator it is possible to do it here,  just se the 
code below. 
 
RUN INSTRUCTION 
! AT 1.00 INST DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
!AT 0.010 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
!AT 0.032 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT F1BI10 
!AT 0.1 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
!AT 0.2 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
 
!AT 0.1 INST=DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS121G1 
 
!AT 0.2 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4046 BUS4047 NO=1 
!AT 0.6 INST= CONNECT LINE=BUS1041 BUS1045 NO=1  
!AT 0.2 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4042 BUS4044 NO=1 
!AT 0.4 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4012 BUS4022 NO=1 
! AT 0.032 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT FBI10  
!AT 0.175 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT FBI10  
!AT 0.032 INSTR=BYPASS CONV G1YGNE 
!AT 0.039 INSTR=CONNECT CONV G2YGNE 
!AT 0.063 INSTR=CONNECT CONV G1YGNE 
!AT 1.00 INST DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
!AT 1.2 INST CONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
END 
When desired fault has been applied save the file (ctrl+ S) and close the notepad file.  
 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
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Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
BUS4047 (U), BUS4046 (U) and BUSPCC (U). 
 
Step 3.2 (576MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 576MW to nordic32 system at 
BUS4047): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc576wf576.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc576wf576” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc576wf576.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
The events are identical as the nordic32144lcc144wf144 simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
 
Step 3.3 (1008MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 1008MW to nordic32 system 
at BUS4047): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc1008wf1008.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc1008wf1008” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc1008wf1008.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
The events are identical as the nordic32144lcc144wf144 simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
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Appendix  4  
Connecting the windfarm with HVDC LCC and a HYBRID HVDC (LCC and Statcom) to the 
nordic32 system to bus1021. 
 
Files needed to run in SIMPOW 
 
Optpow files: 
nordic32lcc144wf144weak.optpow 
nordic32lcc576wf576.optpow 
nordic32lcc1008wf1008.optpow 
nordic32lcc144wf144weakst.optpow 
nordic32lcc576wf576st.optpow 
nordic32lcc1008wf1008st.optpow 
nordic32lcc144wf144striweakstatcom.optpow 
nordic32lcc576wf576striweakstatcom.optpow 
nordic32lcc1008wf1008striweakstatcom.optpow 
 
Dynpow files (TRANSTA mode): 
nordic32lcc144wf144weak.dynpow 
nordic32lcc576wf576.dynpow 
nordic32lcc1008wf1008.dynpow 
nordic32lcc144wf144weakst.dynpow 
nordic32lcc576wf576st.dynpow 
nordic32lcc1008wf1008st.dynpow 
nordic32lcc144wf144striweakstatcom.dynpow 
nordic32lcc576wf576striweakstatcom.dynpow 
nordic32lcc1008wf1008striweakstatcom.dynpow 
 
DSL files 
Machine.dsl 
ge.dsl 
regul.dsl 
turbine.dsl 
turbinederiv.dsl 
clim.dsl 
dlm.dsl 
hygo.dsl 
hytu.dsl 
lind.dsl 
uprot.dsl 
xum.dsl 
 
TXT files 
tablevind.txt 
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Step 1: 
Copy the catalogue “simulation4” from the CD into the computer, then point the working 
directory on SIMPOW to where you have copied the file 
 
Step 2 (144MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 144MW to nordic32 system at 
BUS1021): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc144wf144weak.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Step 3.1 (144MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 144MW to nordic32 system at 
BUS1021): 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc144wf144” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc144wf144.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
Events that should be simulated: 
 
 • 1 phase to ground (node 1021) 
 • 3 phase to ground (node 1021) 
 • Line tripping         (3 phase to ground on node 4012, disconnection of the cable 
                                              on node 4012 – node 4022) 
 • Generator tripping (The Generator on node 4071) 
 
Those events are implemented and edited in the nordic32lcc144wf144weak.dynpow 
 
“ ! ” is only when you don’t want simpow to run the instruction, just delete the “ ! “ and the 
instruction is applied 
 
Here is were the faults are defined, what type of a fault and were it should be applied 
 
FAULTS  
!F1BI10 TYPE=1PSG R=0. X=0. NODE=BUS1021  
!F2BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=60 X=0 NODE=BUS1021  
!F1BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=60 X=0 NODE=BUS1021 
!F1BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=60 X=0 NODE=BUS4012 
  
!F1BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=20 X=0 NODE=BUS4042   
END  
 
This instruction tells Simpow when to apply the fault (in time of seconds), first what time it 
connect it and disconnect it, then the name of the fault that was defined above.  
If there is a need of disconnecting a cable or a generator it is possible to do it here, just se the 
code below. 
 
RUN INSTRUCTION 
!! AT 1.00 INST DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
!AT 0.010 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
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!AT 0.032 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT F1BI10 
!AT 0.1 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
!AT 0.2 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
 
!AT 0.1 INST=DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS471G1 
 
!AT 0.2 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4012 BUS4022 NO=1 
!AT 0.6 INST= CONNECT LINE=BUS1041 BUS1045 NO=1  
!AT 0.2 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4042 BUS4044 NO=1 
!AT 0.2 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4012 BUS4022 NO=1 
!!AT 0.032 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT FBI10  
!!AT 0.175 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT FBI10  
!!AT 0.032 INSTR=BYPASS CONV G1YGNE 
!!AT 0.039 INSTR=CONNECT CONV G2YGNE 
!!AT 0.063 INSTR=CONNECT CONV G1YGNE 
!!AT 1.00 INST DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
!!AT 1.2 INST CONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
 
END 
When desired fault has been applied save the file (ctrl+ S) and close the notepad file.  
 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
BUS1021 (U)  and BUSPCC (U) etc. 
 
Step 3.2 (576MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 576MW to nordic32 system at 
BUS1021): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc576wf576.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc576wf576” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc576wf576.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
The events are identical as the nordic32144lcc144wf144weak simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
 
This will give you error, It is not possible to connect the windfarm 576MW to bus. 
 
Step 3.3 (1008MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 1008MW to nordic32 system 
at BUS1021): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc1008wf1008.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
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Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc1008wf1008” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc1008wf1008.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
The events are identical as the nordic32144lcc144wf144weak simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
 
This will give you error, It is not possible to connect the windfarm 576MW to bus. 
 
Step 3.4 (144MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 144MW + STATCOM to 
nordic32 system at BUS1021): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
 
For GE model 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc144wf144weakst.optpow 
 
For STRI model 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc144wf144striweakstatcom.optpow 
 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
For GE simulation 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc144wf144weakst” 
For STRI simulation 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc144wf144striweakstatcom” 
 
For GE simulation 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc144wf144weakst.dynpow 
For STRI simulation 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc144wf144striweakstatcom.dynpow 
 
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
In the case for the STRI simulation don’t choose any DSL Source File 
 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
The events are identical as the nordic32144lcc144wf144weak simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
BUS1021 (U)  and BUSPCC (U) etc. 
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Step 3.5 (576MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 576MW + STATCOM to 
nordic32 system at BUS1021): 
For the STRI simulations just follow the information on Step 3.4 but choose the file with 
STRI index 
 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc576wf576st.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc576wf576st” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc576wf576st.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
The events are identical as the nordic32144lcc144wf144weak simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
BUS1021 (U)  and BUSPCC (U) etc. 
 
Step 3.6 (1008MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 1008MW + STATCOM to 
nordic32 system at BUS1021): 
For the STRI simulations just follow the information on Step 3.4 but choose the file with 
STRI index 
 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the nordic32lcc1008wf1008st.optpow 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “nordic32lcc1008wf1008st” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose nordic32lcc1008wf1008st.dynpow  
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose test 
 
The events are identical as the nordic32144lcc144wf144weak simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
BUS1021 (U)  and BUSPCC (U) etc. 
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Appendix  5 
Connecting the wind farm with HVDC VSC to the nordic32 system to bus1021 
 
Files needed to run in SIMPOW 
 
Optpow files: 
lf028_144WF_weakgrid_VSC.optpow 
lf028_576WF_weakgrid_VSC.optpow 
lf028_1008WF_weakgrid_VSC.optpow 
 
Dynpow files (TRANSTA mode): 
svk012_case1_144_weak_VSC.dynpow 
svk012_case1_576_weak_VSC.dynpow 
svk012_case1_1008_weak_VSC.dynpow 
 
DSL files 
Machine.dsl 
ge.dsl 
regul.dsl 
turbine.dsl 
turbinederiv.dsl 
clim.dsl 
dlm.dsl 
hygo.dsl 
hytu.dsl 
lind.dsl 
uprot.dsl 
xum.dsl 
dif_u.dsl 
q_pi-ctrl 
vol_src_dyn.dsl 
vol_src_opt.dsl 
 
TXT files 
tablevind.txt 
 
Step 1: 
Copy the catalogue “simulation5” from the CD into the computer, then point the working 
directory on SIMPOW to where you have copied the file 
 
Step 2: 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the lf028_144WF_weakgrid_VSC.optpow 
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose vol_src_opt 
 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
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Step 3.1 (144MW wind farm connected with HVDC VSC 144MW to nordic32 system at 
BUS1021): 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “8_144WF_weakgrid_VSC” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose svk012_case1_144_weak_VSC.dynpow 
 
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose lib_2 
 
Events that should be simulated: 
 
 • 1 phase to ground (node 1021) 
 • 3 phase to ground (node 1021) 
 • Line tripping         (3 phase to ground on node 4012, disconnection of the cable 
                                              on node 4012 – node 4022) 
 • Generator tripping (The Generator on node 4071) 
 
Those events are implemented and edited in the svk012_case1_144_weak_VSC.dynpow 
 
“ ! ” is only when you don’t want simpow to run the instruction, just delete the “ ! “ and the 
instruction is applied 
 
Here is were the faults are defined, what type of a fault and were it should be applied 
 
FAULTS  
!F1BI10 TYPE=1PSG R=0. X=0. NODE=BUS1021  
!F2BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=60 X=0 NODE=BUS1021  
!F1BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=60 X=0 NODE=BUS1021 
!F1BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=60 X=0 NODE=BUS4012 
  
!F1BI10 TYPE=3PSG R=20 X=0 NODE=BUS4042   
END  
 
This instruction tells Simpow when to apply the fault (in time of seconds), first what time it 
connect it and disconnect it, then the name of the fault that was defined above.  
If there is a need of disconnecting a cable or a generator it is possible to do it here, just se the 
code below. 
 
RUN INSTRUCTION 
!! AT 1.00 INST DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
!AT 0.010 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
!AT 0.032 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT F1BI10 
!AT 0.1 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
!AT 0.2 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT F1BI10  
 
!AT 0.1 INST=DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS471G1 
 
!AT 0.2 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4012 BUS4022 NO=1 
!AT 0.6 INST= CONNECT LINE=BUS1041 BUS1045 NO=1  
!AT 0.2 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4042 BUS4044 NO=1 
!AT 0.2 INST= DISCONNECT LINE=BUS4012 BUS4022 NO=1 
!!AT 0.032 INSTR=CONNECT FAULT FBI10  
!!AT 0.175 INSTR=DISCONNECT FAULT FBI10  
!!AT 0.032 INSTR=BYPASS CONV G1YGNE 
!!AT 0.039 INSTR=CONNECT CONV G2YGNE 
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!!AT 0.063 INSTR=CONNECT CONV G1YGNE 
!!AT 1.00 INST DISCONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
!!AT 1.2 INST CONNECT SYNCH BUS447G2 
END 
When desired fault has been applied save the file (ctrl+ S) and close the notepad file.  
 
Click START, a new window appears, then click on the START button 
Then click on CURVES, then click New, click on search and choose  
BUS1021 (U)  and BUSPCC (U) etc. 
 
Step 3.2 (576MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 576MW to nordic32 system at 
BUS4047): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the lf028_576WF_weakgrid_VSC.optpow 
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose vol_src_opt 
 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “lf028_576WF_weakgrid_VSC” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose svk012_case1_576_weak_VSC.dynpow 
 
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose lib_2 
 
The events are identical as the svk012_case1_144_weak_VSC simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
 
Step 3.3 (1008MW wind farm connected with HVDC LCC 1008MW to nordic32 system 
at BUS4047): 
Choose SIMPOW (OPTPOW) 
Click “Select optpow file “, choose the lf028_1008WF_weakgrid_VSC.optpow 
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose vol_src_opt 
 
Click START (new windows will appear (DOS)) and then click the SOLVE button get the 
stationery solution 
Exit the Optpow by clicking the FILE then choose “QUIT (Exit with automatic save)”. 
Press the CANCEL/CLOSE button 
 
Choose SIMPOW (DYNPOW) 
Press the “Select PowerFlow Ident”, and then choose “lf028_1008WF_weakgrid_VSC” 
Press the “Select Dynpow File”, the choose svk012_case1_1008_weak_VSC.dynpow 
 
Press “Dsl Source File”, choose Machine 
Press “Private Library”, choose lib_2 
 
The events are identical as the svk012_case1_144_weak_VSC simulation, so just follow the 
instruction as above and draw the same graphs as above. 
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